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ABSTRACT
Many climatological and environmental processes take the form of trajec-
tories or surfaces. In the language of Statistics, these observations can be
considered as functional data and the tools for studying the behavior of func-
tional data define a framework known as Functional Data Analysis (FDA).
In the following Chapters we will propose three FDA methods to model
three different climatological phenomena. Chapter 1 will develop a robust
test statistic for differentiating between two ensembles of spatial processes.
We use this method to test for significant influence of historical proxy obser-
vations in paleoclimate reconstructions. Chapter 2 introduces a new class of
functional data depths and a rigorous shape outlier detector based on elas-
tic distance. This method handled functional data observed on nonlinear
manifolds, such as spheres, which allows us to identify anomalously shaped
hurricane trajectories in the Atlantic. Finally, in Chapter 3 we propose
a computationally efficient and robust changepoint detector for functional
data. We use this to test for, and estimate, changepoints in a long sequence
of atmospheric interferometer profile measurements.
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1.1 Climate and Climate Change
Climate science has fast become one of the most important branches of scien-
tific research as the threats of anthropogenic climate change loom large. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimates in the latest
assessment report (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013) that, at current emission
rates, the global temperature will very likely rise by 2◦C over pre-industrial
levels by the year 2050. This deceptively small, though rapid, increase can
hold catastrophic consequences for all levels of the environment, including hu-
man activity such as agriculture and infrastructure (Pachauri et al., 2014).
Climate scientists study the long term dynamics of the atmosphere-ocean-
sea ice system and advise policy makers on climatic impacts such as flooding
(Booij, 2005; Ashley et al., 2005) and other extreme events (Easterling et al.,
2000), weathering (Wilbanks et al., 2012), and public health (Frumkin et al.,
2008; Watts et al., 2015). Understanding the core processes of the climate
system and how they respond to changing conditions is fundamentally im-
portant for understanding these cascading impacts.
Scientists use various computational and experimental methods to study
the current and past climate system and make projections of the future. Chief
among computational methods are the Earth System Models (ESMs), which
simulate major biogeochemical processes to create plausible climate states
(Anav et al., 2013). ESMs began as simple energy balance models in the
pioneering works of Manabe and Strickler (1964) and Manabe and Wetherald
(1967) that modeled global mean temperature. They have since evolved into
massive projects, coordinated by various climate modeling groups worldwide,
to produce high resolution spatiotemporal ensembles of hundreds of climate
variables. Their output is crucially relied upon by climate scientists seeking to
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study the current climate system and make projections of the future (Taylor
et al., 2012).
Statistical methods, from simple t-tests to complex hierarchical models,
are employed to study empirical data collected in the world. These studies
influence the development of ESMs and climate theory, provide insight into
the historical climate system, and study the impacts of climate change. At
the heart of nearly all of these methods lies Statistics. Statistical inference
has long been central to climatic research in uncovering trends, variations,
and anomalies in long term meteorological data (Sanso et al., 2014). Even
ESMs use statistical relationships and simulation to parameterize, or ap-
proximate, complex natural processes such as clouds that are challenging to
model directly with Physics. Statistics also helps reconstruct the paleocli-
mate (Chapter 2), synthesize climate forecasts (Knutti et al., 2010; Flato
et al., 2014; Sansom et al., 2017), and improve the resolution of climate
models (Wilby and Dawson, 2013).
Although “big data analysis” in climate science generally precedes the
ongoing Big Data revolution, there has been a surge in available high res-
olution climate data (Reichstein et al., 2019). Often, this data consists of
ensembles of spatio-temporally correlated processes, rendering much stan-
dard statistical methodology ineffective. When these processes’ are sampled
densely enough, we can consider them as continuous functions. Ensembles of
these processes can be treated as samples of random functions drawn from
some functional space (Ramsay, 2004). Analyzing such data falls under the
purview of Functional Data Analysis (FDA).
1.2 Functional Data Analysis
Functional data methods are currently proliferating in Climate Science due to
their ability to model complex spatial and temporal processes (Zhang et al.,
2011; Li et al., 2016; Ternynck et al., 2016; Suhaila and Yusop, 2017). In the
FDA framework, curves and surfaces are the atoms of observation rather than
collections of points as in multivariate data. FDA methods provide a way to
analyze functional processes in their native function spaces. These processes
can include climate model output (Chapter 2), trajectories observed on the
surface of the earth (Chapter 3), and interferometer profile data (Chapter 4)
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The key to FDA methods is assuming a continuous, often differentiable,
structure for each discretely observed function. That is, for each “functional
observation” we actually observe a collection of points, i.e. realizations of
the function. For example, a collection of latitude and longitude points in-
dicates a hurricane’s position as it moves across the Atlantic. By assuming
these points are all realizations from a single continuous process, we can
abstract over the relationship between points and focus on the relationship
between functions. This can greatly reduce the complexity of models needed
to describe such processes and allow for elegant modeling by extending mul-
tivariate techniques to the infinite dimensional functional setting.
Statistical interest in functional data began in the works of Grenander
(1950) and Rao (1958), which pioneered functional data techniques for mod-
eling trajectory and curve data. Later works, such as Ramsay (1982); Rice
and Silverman (1991); Ramsay and Dalzell (1991); Bosq (1991), helped es-
tablish FDA by developing numerous functional extensions to multivariate
techniques. Eventually these works culminated in the book Functional Data
Analysis (Ramsay, 2004), which unified many disparate FDA techniques
into a common setting. Since then, interest in FDA has rapidly increased
(Wang et al., 2015). FDA is now being applied to increasingly complex
processes, such as correlated functional time series (Aue et al., 2009; Chiou
et al., 2019), spatially indexed functional processes (Caballero et al., 2013;
Gromenko et al., 2017), multivariate functional data (Zipunnikov et al., 2011;
Xiao et al., 2016), and shape analysis (Srivastava and Klassen, 2016).
Within climate science, the most prominent uses for functional data have
been in modeling spatiotemporal processes (Nerini et al., 2010; Caballero
et al., 2013; Giraldo et al., 2018) and hypothesis testing over ensembles of
continuous processes (Zhang and Shao, 2015; Li et al., 2016). Often in cli-
mate science, we use high resolution climate model data ensembles to study
different climate phenomena and make forecasts. This data can be treated
as samples of two-dimensional continuous functions observed over the re-
construction domain. FDA provides an elegant way to handle such data
by allowing us to use common statistical techniques, such as regression and
clustering, that have been lifted from a multivariate setting to a functional
setting.
3
1.3 Studying Climate Dynamics With FDA
In the following chapters, we will propose three functional data methods for
three very different climatological processes. The second chapter will study
the influence of proxy observations on data assimilation based climate field
reconstructions. Climate field reconstructions (CFR) attempt to estimate
spatiotemporal fields of climate variables in the past using climate proxies
such as tree rings, ice cores, and corals. Data Assimilation (DA) methods are
a recent and promising new means of deriving CFRs that optimally fuse cli-
mate proxies with climate model output. Despite the growing application of
DA-based CFRs, little is understood about how much the assimilated prox-
ies change the statistical properties of the climate model data. To address
this question, we propose a robust and computationally efficient method,
based on functional data depth, to evaluate differences in the distributions
of two spatiotemporal processes. We apply our test to study global and re-
gional proxy influence in DA-based CFRs by comparing the background and
analysis states, which are treated as two samples of spatiotemporal fields.
In Chapter 3, we take the ideas of depth, introduced in Chapter 2, and
propose a new family of depth measures called the elastic depths that can be
used to greatly improve shape anomaly detection in functional data. Shape
anomalies are functions that have considerably different geometric forms or
features from the rest of the data. Identifying them is generally more difficult
than identifying magnitude anomalies because shape anomalies are often not
distinguishable from the bulk of the data with visualization methods. The
proposed elastic depths use the recently developed elastic distances to di-
rectly measure the centrality of functions in the amplitude and phase spaces.
Measuring shape outlyingness in these spaces provides a rigorous quantifica-
tion of shape, which gives the elastic depths a strong theoretical and practical
advantage over other methods in detecting shape anomalies. A simple box-
plot and thresholding method is introduced to identify shape anomalies using
the elastic depths.
Finally, motivated by the patterns of persistent outlyingness observed in
functional time series, such as the bond yields from Chapter 3, we study
changepoint detection for functional time series in Chapter 4. We propose the
Multiple Changepoint Isolation (MCI) method for detecting multiple changes
in the mean and covariance of a functional process. We first introduce a
4
pair of projections to represent the variability “between” and “within” the
functional observations. We then present an augmented fused lasso procedure
to split the projections into multiple regions robustly. These regions act to
isolate each changepoint away from the others so that the classical univariate
CUSUM statistic can be applied region-wise to find all changepoints. We
demonstrate our method on a large time series of water vapor mixing ratio
profiles from atmospheric emitted radiance interferometer measurements.
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CHAPTER 2
TESTING THE EXCHANGEABILITY OF
TWO SPATIOTEMPORAL PROCESSES
2.1 Introduction
Since their first high-profile application two decades ago (Mann et al.,
1998), multi-proxy spatiotemporal climate field reconstructions (CFRs) have
become increasingly popular in the climate science community for their abil-
ity to reconstruct global climate variability on seasonal and annual timescales
over many hundreds of years into the past (Jones et al., 2009; Smerdon
and Pollack, 2016; Christiansen and Ljungqvist, 2017). The reconstruction
of climate is critical because data from instrumental observations are only
available for the past 100-150 years. CFRs therefore provide estimates of
past climate variability and extreme events that may not be well represented
over the instrumental interval. This helps to better characterize the physical
dynamics of the climate system and how climate may change in the future.
The basic approach of CFRs is to statistically relate a collection of climate
proxies, such as isotopic information in ice cores, the width of tree rings,
or coral isotope data, to observed climate variables like temperature and
soil moisture during their periods of overlap (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013).
Once the relationship between the proxies and the climate variables is es-
tablished, the proxies are used to estimate climate variability during periods
when observations are not available in the past. CFRs thus depend critically
on the imperfect proxy information and the robustness with which their rela-
tionship to observed climate variables can be defined. A central approach to
this problem in the past has been through regularized versions of multivariate
regression techniques (e.g. Lee et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2009; Tingley et al.,
This work previously published in the Journal of the American Statistical Association
(https://doi.org/10.1080/01621459.2020.1799810) with permission to be reprinted here.
Right panel in Figure 2.8 produced by co-author Nathan Steiger.
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2012; Smerdon, 2012; Guillot et al., 2015; Smerdon and Pollack, 2016; Li
et al., 2016; Christiansen and Ljungqvist, 2017). More advanced techniques
have been emerging, however, all of which are associated with advantages
and challenges that require further evaluation and assessment.
A recent CFR innovation are the paleoclimatic Data Assimilation (DA)
algorithms, which are a class of reconstruction methods that optimally com-
bine general circulation models (GCMs) with proxy information to create
paleoclimate reconstructions (Goosse et al., 2012; Steiger et al., 2014; Hakim
et al., 2016; Steiger et al., 2018; Tardif et al., 2019). The primary advantage
of DA approaches is their ability to jointly reconstruct multiple atmosphere-
ocean variables and to do so in a manner that is physically consistent within
the framework of a climate model. An important distinction of the DA meth-
ods, relative to the other statistical (inverse) methods, is the use of forward
models that map from climate states to the proxies. An additional advantage
is that DA algorithms naturally provide probabilistic, ensemble estimates of
past climate. Such ensemble reconstructions first begin with a background
ensemble of states from a climate model. These states are then updated
through the equations of DA (Steiger et al., 2014), based on the available
proxy information and the uncertainties involved, to arrive at an analysis
ensemble state estimate. This probabilistic analysis state provides an un-
certainty quantification that is critical given the noisy relationship between
paleoclimate proxies and climate variables.
Despite the rapid development of DA-based reconstruction methods, much
remains to be characterized about the influence of each of their two com-
ponents: climate models and paleoclimate proxies. In currently published
DA-based CFRs (e.g., Steiger et al. (2018)), it is hard to quantify how much
information the models and the proxies each contribute to the end product.
One approach is independent proxy validation of the analysis states (Hakim
et al., 2016). Another approach is to compare climate time series and climate
patterns in the background and analysis with each other and with observa-
tions (Singh et al., 2018). However, more formal statistical approaches are
called for to differentiate whether or not the climate model-based background
is fundamentally distinct from the analysis. If the background and analy-
sis are not in fact distinct, then this would imply that DA-based CFRs are
essentially dominated by the underlying climate model and fail to glean in-
formation from the historical proxy data. A lack of proxy influence would,
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therefore, indicate a need to fundamentally re-evaluate DA methodologies.
In this paper, we quantify the level of proxy influence in the analysis
states of a DA product by introducing a robust and computationally effi-
cient method for evaluating the exchangeability of two ensembles of random
fields. The purpose of this study is therefore twofold: to answer an important
climatological question by quantifying and assessing the influence of proxies
in a new DA based CFR product and to develop a new statistical test for
comparing the distributions of two sets of random fields. In the following
two subsections, we provide background on the methodological development
embodied in this paper and the characteristics of the DA-based CFR that
we analyze.
2.1.1 Previous work in random fields comparisons
Comparing two spatial processes has been addressed in both the geostatis-
tics and functional data analysis literature. The general strategy in both
frameworks is to reduce the dimension of the random process either by a
low-rank decomposition or by parameterization and then to develop a test
for evaluating differences in the reduced dimension.
The wavelet decomposition has been widely used to reduce a stochastic
process to a finite number of wavelet coefficients, then the comparison be-
tween two processes can be transformed into the comparison between two sets
of wavelet coefficients (Briggs and Levine, 1997; Shen et al., 2002; Pavlicova
et al., 2008). Snell et al. (2000) and Wang et al. (2007) introduced methods
for comparing random fields based on their spatial interpolation root-mean-
square error and R2 coefficient. Their methods were later extended by Hering
and Genton (2011) to include more arbitrary loss functions. Motivated by
Lund and Li (2009) that compared two time series, Li and Smerdon (2012)
proposed a parametric method to jointly assess the first two moments be-
tween two random fields.
Functional data analysis approaches assume that the spatial random fields
are noisy realizations of an underlying continuous function. The majority
of existing functional approaches have focused on testing the equality of the
mean functions arising from two functional data sets (Ramsay and Silver-
man, 2005; Zhang and Chen, 2007; Horvath et al., 2013; Staicu et al., 2014),
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although more recently the second order structure of functional data has also
been considered (Zhang and Shao, 2015). Li et al. (2016) extended Zhang and
Shao (2015) to evaluate the joint difference in mean and covariance structure
as well as in the trend surface between two spatiotemporal random fields. A
nice feature of functional data analysis methods, as opposed to geostatistical
methods, is that assumptions about distribution and model specification can
be relaxed if there are replicate observations in the data.
All the above procedures are nevertheless inadequate for our problem be-
cause the proxies can simultaneously affect the mean, covariance, and higher
order structures of the reconstructed climate field. The most comprehensive
way to identify proxy influence is therefore to compare the distributions of
the background and analysis states. The rich ensemble structure of the back-
ground and analysis states also allows us to examine more information than
differences in the mean and covariance parameters. We take advantage of the
ensembles by employing a functional data approach that is both distribution
and parameter free.
The problem of comparing the distributions of functions has remained
relatively unexplored. Hall and Van Keilegom (2007) proposed a Cramer-
von Mises-like test by constructing an empirical distribution over each of the
samples and measuring the L2 distance between the empirical distributions.
Benko et al. (2009) introduced a permutation test on the leading coefficients
of the common functional principal components (FPCs) and Corain et al.
(2014) introduced three omnibus tests for combining pointwise tests on the
observations of the functions. Each of these methods depends on a resampling
procedure that renders them computationally prohibitive for large ensembles
like the DA ensemble output that we consider.
Pomann et al. (2016) proposed a method based on marginal FPCs that
does not require resampling, called the Functional Anderon-Darling (FAD)
test. The FAD test compares the distributions of the marginal FPCs using
the two sample Anderson-Darling test and a Bonferroni correction. Lopez-
Pintado and Romo (2009) proposed a rank based band depth test (BAND).
The BAND test is closely related to the multivariate distribution test based
on the Quality Index (Liu and Singh, 1993) but it replaces the multivariate
simplicial depth (Liu, 1990) with the functional band depth (Lopez-Pintado
and Romo, 2009). Both of these tests are inadequate for our data because,
as we show in the supplement, they are incapable of detecting heterogeneous
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variance changes across the domain of the generating process. This causes
the BAND test to experience a severe loss of power and for FAD to miss
an important trend (Section 2.4.1) in the our dataset.
In this paper, we propose a new non-parametric statistic, based on the
concept of data depth, for assessing the equality of distributions between
two spatial data sets. Our test falls into the general category of functional
data analysis methods for comparing spatial random fields, but is concep-
tually different from previous efforts in this area. The use of data depth
for comparing two multivariate distributions was first explored by Liu and
Singh (1993) who introduced the Quality Index (QI) for comparing two mul-
tivariate distributions. The QI essentially measures the mean outlyingness
of one sample from a reference sample using data depth. We will extend
their ideas to the functional setting and propose a modification that makes
our test statistic invariant to the reference distribution. The use of depth,
and particularly Integrated Tukey depth (Cuevas and Fraiman, 2009), en-
sures our test is computationally efficient, distribution free, and invariant to
location, scale, warping, and other nuisance properties that could influence
the testing (Nagy et al., 2016).
2.1.2 Reconstruction data
The DA-based CFR that we analyze comes from the Paleo Hydrodynamics
Data Assimilation product (PHYDA), which is a global paleoclimate recon-
struction of both temperature and moisture variables (Steiger et al., 2018).
PHYDA incorporates a simulation from the Community Earth System Model
(CESM) last millennium ensemble experiment, run over the historical years
850 C.E. to 1850 C.E. (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2016).
A collection of modeled climate fields from the CESM simulation are used
to form the background state in the DA scheme. For the purpose of our
analysis herein, we will specifically use the modeled and reconstructed 2-
meter surface temperature fields. The temperature fields are processed from
the native model output by annual averages and spatially discretizing onto a
2◦ latitude and longitude grid (144× 96 grid points). Annual in this context
is defined as the interval between April and March of the following year,
thus yielding 998 such climatological years to be used for the background
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Figure 2.1: Temporal distribution of proxies by the three largest categories
(tree rings, ice cores, and corals). There are total of 2468 proxies used over
this interval, with the vast majority being tree rings.
ensemble. Because of the large data files produced by PHYDA, we only used
a 100 member sub-ensemble, randomly drawn from the original 998 member
ensemble, for our analyses. The final processed background state, therefore,
consists of 100 spatial fields, each observed on the same 144×96 grid points.
The 998 analysis states are derived from the background state by using
DA to incorporate temporally available proxy information during each year
of reconstruction (See Figure 2.1). Each analysis state is also a 100 member
ensemble of 2m surface temperature fields discretized to the same 2◦ latitude
and longitude grid as the background ensemble. Quantifying the influence
that proxies have in the analysis states is quite challenging due to their small
individual effect sizes, and the fact that they can affect higher order structures
of the data beyond the mean and variance. Identifying the full effect of the
proxies would, therefore, require testing for distributional changes.
2.2 Statistical Solution
We first formulate our scientific problem into a hypothesis testing, then in-
troduce the integrated Tukey depth and propose our test statistic, followed
by a discussion of the asymptotic distribution of our test statistics under the
null hypothesis.
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Figure 2.2: Temperature anomalies for a single background and analysis
ensemble member with respect to the background mean field. Left panel is
from the CESM simulation run while the right panel is from PHYDA during
850 CE. Red triangles indicate the locations of proxies available in 850 CE.
2.2.1 Formulation of evaluating proxy influence
Let X and Yt respectively represent the ensemble in the background state
and the ensemble in the analysis state at time t in PHYDA. Under the
assimilation design, the proxies at time t are the only contributors to the
differences between the two sets of ensembles. Our goal is to define and
quantify the differences between X and Yt each year in order to assess the
proxy influence.
The amount that proxies impact the analysis states depends on many fac-
tors including the proxy type (e.g., tree ring, ice core, coral), where proxies
were collected, and the interval over which the proxies were observed (Steiger
et al., 2018). As shown in Fig. 2.2, the effects from proxies may be small
and thinly diffused over a non-contiguous area due to spatial correlations
and teleconnections. In fact, most of the induced mean differences generally
fall within the natural variation of the background fields. The most compre-
hensive approach to test for the proxy’s cumulative influence is, therefore,
to test for changes in the distributions of X and Yt. We thus formulate our
problem into the following hypotheses:
H0 : X
D





= means equality in distribution. In addition to the outcome of these
hypothesis tests at each time t, we are also equally interested in the pattern
of those outcomes as t increases. Over time, the amount of proxy informa-
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tion available for reconstruction increases, while the background ensemble
stays the same. We therefore might expect that the divergence between the
background and the analysis distributions will increase over time accordingly
if the proxies are having their due influence.
Under the functional data analysis regime, we assume that the observed
data are generated from continuous functions combined with additive noise,
instead of from a spatially correlated stochastic processes. In this framework,
each ensemble member represents a single observation over a spatial domain
where 144 × 96 grid points are embedded. This distinction allows us to
consider each ensemble member as an i.i.d realization of a stochastic process
in a functional space.
We develop our test statistic for the testing problem (2.1) at any given t
in a general context. For ease of notation, we suppress t from Yt. Let X =
{Xi(s)}ni=1 and Y = {Yj(s)}mj=1, where s ∈ D and D is a compact subspace
of Rp. Without loss of generality, let D be [0, 1]p and let each functional
datum be observed at the same locations in [0, 1]p. We assume that each
function Xi and Yj is a univariate continuous function on the domain [0, 1]
p,
i.e. Xi : [0, 1]
p 7→ R for i ∈ 1, . . . , n; Yj : [0, 1]p 7→ R for j ∈ 1, . . . ,m. In
other words, each Xi (or Yj) is an element of the class of univariate continuous
functions on [0, 1]p, denoted by C[0, 1]p. Specific to our data, we have p = 2
and Xi(s) and Yj(s) respectively represent the ith background state and the
jth analysis state at location s.
Let P and Q be two absolutely continuous distributions on C[0, 1]2 and
suppose each Xi ∼ P and each Yj ∼ Q. We are interested in testing if
the functional data in X and in Y follow the same distribution, so (2.1) is
equivalent to the hypotheses,
H0 : P = Q; v.s. HA : P 6= Q, (2.2)
for any given t. We will use functional data depth to construct a two sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov-type test. Other distribution free tests such as the
Anderson-Darling or Cramer-Von Mises test could equally have been applied.
We chose Kolmogorov-Smirnov for its convenient asymptotic form and its
ubiquity in testing distributions.
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2.2.2 Integrated Tukey depth
Data depth is a statistical concept for quantifying the centrality or “depth” of
the observed data points with respect to a reference distribution. The closer
an observation is to the center of the distribution, the higher its depth value
should be to indicate its centrality. As the reference distribution is typically
unknown, the depth of an observation has to be estimated via an empiri-
cal notion of data depth. Many notions of data depth for functional data
have been developed including the integrated band depth (Lopez-Pintado
and Romo, 2009), extremal depth (Narisetty and Nair, 2017), and various
integrated univariate depths (Fraiman and Muniz, 2001). Each of these depth
functions has its own strengths and weaknesses but none dominates the oth-
ers in all aspects, see Cuevas and Fraiman (2009) and Nagy et al. (2016)
for a review. We chose the integrated Tukey depth as the basis of our test
for its simplicity, robustness, computational tractability, and highly desirable
theoretical properties.
Integrated depths are a well studied class of functional data depth measures
that were first introduced by Fraiman and Muniz (2001) and then studied
extensively by Cuevas and Fraiman (2009) and Nagy et al. (2016). To define
an integrated depth function, a univariate depth function is first defined over
a collection of one dimensional “projections” of the data which often refers to
the observed values of the functions at each location s ∈ D. The univariate
depth is then integrated over these projections to yield the integrated depth.
Among all the univariate depths, the Tukey depth and the simplicial depth
are perhaps the two most popular ones. We opted to use the Tukey depth but
the simplicial depth would have been equally effective because the orderings
they induce are nearly identical.
The integrated Tukey depth is defined as follows. Let P be a distribution
for X ∈ C[0, 1]p, and let Ps be the marginal distribution of P at s ∈ [0, 1]p.
The univariate Tukey depth of X(s) = x(s) with respect to Ps is
D(x(s), Ps) = 1− |1− 2Ps(x(s))|,
and the integrated Tukey depth of X = x with respect to P is





To ensure that this depth function is proper, we refer to the criteria pro-
posed by Zuo and Serfling (2000) and Mosler and Polyakova (2012). In Nagy
et al. (2016) it was shown that the integrated Tukey depth satisfies transla-
tion invariance, function scale invariance, measure-preserving rearrangement
invariance, maximality at the center, continuity, and quasi-concavity of the
induced level sets. They also demonstrated strong universal consistency and
weak uniform consistency, which assure that the integrated Tukey depth be-
haves well and asymptotically converges to its population counterpart under
regularity conditions.
2.2.3 Test statistic
We propose a test statistic KD(X, Y ), called the Kolmogorov Depth (KD)
statistic, for our hypothesis testing problem (2.2) based on the integrated
Tukey depth. TheKD statistic measures the outlyingness of a sampleX ∼ P
from the distribution Q as well as the outlyingness of a sample Y ∼ Q from
the distribution P . It takes the maximum of the two outlyingness measures
as its value. This way we can correctly detect differences between P and Q
even when they do not appear mutually outlying from each other under data
depth. For example, if one of the distributions is nested inside the other then
the nested distribution will not appear outlying to the other distribution.
Denote Pn as the empirical estimate of P based on the sample X = {X1 =
x1, . . . , Xn = xn} and Qm the empirical estimate of Q based on Y = {Y1 =
y1, . . . , Ym = ym}. We start by considering Pn fixed and aim to measure
the outlyingness of Qm over Pn. To do this we first define the following two












1(D(yj, Pn) ≤ D(xk, Pn)). (2.4)
Essentially, F̂X(xk) is a rescaling of D(xk, Pn) to its standardized rank, i.e.
F̂X(xk) = 1/n if D(xk, Pn) is the smallest, F̂X(xk) = 2/n if D(xk, Pn) is the
second smallest, and so on. It acts as the empirical cumulative distribution
function of D(xk, Pn) for k ∈ 1, . . . , n evaluated at itself and thus follows a
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discrete uniform distribution. The second quantity ĜY (xk) can be considered
as the empirical cumulative distribution function of D(yk, Pn) evaluated at
D(xk, Pn). Under H0 in (2.2), ĜY should be approximately uniform, so a
deviation of ĜY from the uniform distribution indicates an outlyingness of
Qm from Pn. The introduction of F̂X(xk) and ĜY (xk) allows us to reduce the
problem of comparing two sets of random fields to assessing the difference in
distribution between two sets of random variables, F̂X(xk) and ĜY (xk) for
k = 1, . . . , n. The latter can be naturally quantified using the Kolmogorov
distance over the set X:
KPn(X, Y ) = max
xk∈X
|F̂X(xk)− ĜY (xk)|. (2.5)
To measure the outlyingness of Pn over Qm we now fix Qm rather than
Pn. Following the same scheme, we define the two empirical measures for












1(D(yj, Qm) ≤ D(yk, Qm)).
These two quantities exactly mirror F̂X and ĜY except that now G̃Y is uni-
form on the depth values D(yk, Qm), for k ∈ 1, . . . ,m, and F̃X is the indicator
for the outlyingness of Pn from Qm. We again take the Kolmogorov distance,
but now over the set Y , as the measure of outlyingness
KQm(X, Y ) = max
yk∈Y
|F̃X(yk)− G̃Y (yk)|.
We define the overall test statistic KD by taking the maximum of the two
distances:
KD(X, Y ) = max{KPn(X, Y ), KQm(X, Y )}. (2.6)
The test statisticKD attains a level of symmetry by making the test invariant
to the reference distribution. It is strictly non-negative and it equals 0 only
under H0 in the hypothesis (2.2). Thus the originally stated hypothesis (2.1)
can be tested by evaluating whether KD is significantly greater than 0.
One major difference between our test statistic KD and the QI in Liu
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and Singh (1993) is that our test does not depend on a reference distribution
while QI requires one of the samples to be used as the reference. Our test
computes the outlyingness of two samples from each other and aggregates
the results into one single test. This is a more efficient use of the two samples
and enables KD to detect a larger range of alternative hypotheses, such as
the nesting situation mentioned above. We discuss the critical values of KD
in the following section.
2.2.4 Computing critical values
Deriving the asymptotic distribution of KD is nontrivial because KD ex-
plicitly depends on two non i.i.d. processes, D(xi, Pn) and D(yj, Qm). This
renders standard results on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test inapplicable. Nev-
ertheless, we conjecture without formal proof that KD either follows the











or converges to a distribution that can be closely approximated by K ′. Al-
though we are unable to prove this result in its full generality, we consider
two special cases below and show that both conform to the conjecture of con-
verging to K ′. Our extensive simulation studies in Section 2.3 demonstrate
convergence in the general case.
We first consider a special case where P is known and we are interested
in testing if Yj ∼ P for j = 1, . . . ,m. In this case, F̂X(xk) in (2.3) becomes
the uniform[0, 1] distribution at D(xk, P ) ∈ [0, 1]. Then KPn(X, Y ) in (2.5),
which is the test statistic in this special case, reduces to
KP (Y ) = sup
xk
|D(xk, P )− ĜY (xk)|.
Because ĜY (xk) is an empirical distribution of the i.i.d. random variables
{D(y1, P ), . . . , D(ym, P )} at D(xk, P ), KP (Y ) is exactly the one sample






We further consider another special case where P and Q are both un-
known but with either n  m or m  n. We can show that KPn(X, Y )
(or KQm(X, Y )) converges to the Kolmogorov distribution under n  m
(m n). We encapsulate this result in the following proposition.





where K ′ follows the Kolmogorov distribution.
The proof is deferred to the Appendix.
Generalizing the results of these special cases is challenging. This issue
was also noted in Liu and Singh (1993) where the authors conjectured that
their two sample QI asymptotically followed a normal distribution, as its
one sample version does. Their conjecture was only later proven in Zuo and
He (2006) after substantial theoretical development. The techniques that
emerged from the proof in Zuo and He (2006) relied heavily on QI being
an expectation, making them largely inapplicable to our context involving
suprema. Proving the conjecture would require the development of advanced
theoretical machinery that can accommodate the complex dependence nature
of the distribution functions of the depth measures. We leave this problem
open for independent theoretical research in the future.
In lieu of the proposed asymptotic distribution, we may consider using per-
mutations to find critical values for KD (Good, 2013). Permutation works
well for small samples or sparsely observed functions, but it quickly becomes
computationally infeasible on large volumes of data, such as our reconstruc-
tion data. For this reason, the conjectured Kolmogorov distribution is more
appealing in practice.
2.3 Simulation Study
Simulation studies are conducted to assess the convergence of KD to K ′, and
the size and power of the test. Each of these properties is evaluated using
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two-dimensional functional data because our main application considers en-
sembles of spatial fields. All functional data in the simulation are generated

















where Γ is the Gamma function, Kν is a modified Bessel function, σ is the
marginal variance of the random process, and r and ν are two nonegative pa-
rameters called range and smoothness. The range parameter, r, governs how
quickly the correlation decays between points. The smoothness parameter,
ν, determines how smooth sampled functions are in terms of their differen-
tiability.
In each simulation, we consider the sample X as the baseline and Y as the
sample to be varied. For the size and convergence simulations the marginal
variance σ will always be set to 1, while r and ν will be allowed to vary. For
the power simulations µ, σ, r, and ν will all be allowed to vary.
2.3.1 Convergence
We use simulations to validate the conjectured asymptotic Kolmogorov dis-
tribution of our test statistic (2.6) under the null hypothesis. The main
idea is to evaluate how well the permutation distribution of the test statistic
is approximated by the Kolmogorov distribution, even at moderate sample
sizes. Functional data X = {X1, . . . , Xn} and Y = {Y1, . . . , Yn} are each
generated with mean, µ = 0, and standard deviation, σ = 1, on the spatial
domain [0, 1]× [0, 1]. Because the integrated Tukey depth is invariant to the
location and scale of functional data, we only vary the range and smoothness
of the covariance function: 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, respectively.
The number of replicates, n, in each sample is also varied between 25, 50,
75, 100. We also considered the unbalanced sample size case by fixing the
number of replicates in Y to be 75 and allowing the number in X to vary
between 25, 50, 75, 100. The results were nearly identical as to those when
the sample sizes were balanced so only the balanced case is presented here.
The permutation distribution was constructed by recomputing KD on 500
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Figure 2.3: L2 distance between the permutation distribution and the
Kolmogorov distribution under 12 different range, r, and smoothness, ν,
settings.
permutations of the generated X and Y samples. We then calculated the L2
distance between the permutation distribution and the Kolmogorov distribu-
tion and the difference between critical values derived from the permutation
and Kolmogorov distribution at three common significance levels: 0.01, 0.05,
and 0.10. Due to the computational cost of constructing permutation distri-
butions we ran 100 simulations for each combination of r, ν, and n to obtain
the boxplots in Figures 2.3 and 2.4.
Figure 2.3 demonstrates convergence of the permutation distribution to
Kolmogorov in L2. For even small sample sizes, such as n = 25, the distance
between the two distributions is already vanishingly small for smooth data
(r ≥ 0.3 and ν ≥ 1.0). The largest deviations are only observed when both
the range and smoothness are small, r < 0.3 and ν < 1.0. This is typically
not an issue in practice because functional data are generally preprocessed
with a smoothing step; effectively increasing ν and r. In all cases the L2 norm
decreases rapidly with an increasing sample size such that the convergence
even applies to unprocessed noisy data if the sample sizes are large enough.
Figure 2.4 evaluates the convergence of the two sets of critical values at
the significance levels 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10. This figure shows that testing
decisions reached under the asymptotic Kolmogorov distribution are gener-
ally not biased away from decisions reached under the permutation decision.
Again, a sufficient amount of smoothness (r ≥ 0.3 or ν ≥ 1.0) is required to
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Figure 2.4: Kolmogorov critical values minus permutation critical values at
three common test levels: 0.90, 0.95. 0.99 under 12 different range, r, and
smoothness, ν, settings.
have well-behaved critical values. If the data are not sufficiently smooth then
the Kolmogorov distribution tends to have smaller critical values than the
corresponding permutation distribution. The size will therefore be slightly
inflated by using Kolmogorov and so the permutation distribution should be
preferred when computationally feasible. Once a sufficient level of smooth-
ness has been reached, in this case r ≥ 0.3 or ν ≥ 1.0, the critical values
of the permutation distribution become highly comparable with the Kol-
mogorov distribution. The observed differences are minuscule such that any
decision reached using the Kolmogorov distribution is likely to be the same
as if the permutation distribution were used. With noisy raw data a suffi-
cient number of samples (n ≥ 100) can begin to compensate for a lack of
smoothness or correlation.
2.3.2 Size and power
Using the same data generating process as in Section 2.3.1, we evaluate the
size of our test using critical values from the asymptotic Kolmogorov distri-
bution and compare our size to the QI test. Again only r, ν, and the two
sample sizes n and m will be varied. The size under each combination of r,
ν, n, and m was estimated using 2000 simulations; the results of which are
presented in Table 2.1.
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ν = 0.5 ν = 1.0 ν = 1.5
n m r = 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
50 50 0.15 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06
(0.24) (0.17) (0.15) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.11) (0.09) (0.13) (0.10) (0.09) (0.08)
50 100 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06
(0.28) (0.21) (0.17) (0.13) (0.17) (0.14) (0.11) (0.10) (0.14) (0.11) (0.10) (0.09)
50 200 0.16 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.05
(0.32) (0.26) (0.19) (0.16) (0.20) (0.13) (0.13) (0.10) (0.16) (0.11) (0.11) (0.09)
50 300 0.14 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04
(0.39) (0.23) (0.19) (0.16) (0.19) (0.13) (0.13) (0.11) (0.16) (0.12) (0.11) (0.09)
100 50 0.15 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04
(0.15) (0.11) (0.09) (0.08) (0.10) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07) (0.09) (0.07) (0.07) (0.06)
100 100 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.04
(0.18) (0.13) (0.12) (0.11) (0.11) (0.09) (0.08) (0.08) (0.11) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07)
100 200 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05
(0.22) (0.15) (0.11) (0.12) (0.12) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08)
100 300 0.11 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04
(0.22) (0.16) (0.14) (0.10) (0.15) (0.11) (0.08) (0.08) (0.11) (0.09) (0.09) (0.07)
200 50 0.15 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05
(0.09) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06)
200 100 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.04
(0.11) (0.09) (0.07) (0.06) (0.09) (0.07) (0.07) (0.06) (0.08) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06)
200 200 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.04
(0.13) (0.10) (0.08) (0.08) (0.09) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07)
200 300 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.06
(0.12) (0.11) (0.10) (0.09) (0.09) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07)
300 50 0.14 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05
(0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06)
300 100 0.10 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05
(0.09) (0.08) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.05)
300 200 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05
(0.10) (0.07) (0.07) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.08) (0.06) (0.07) (0.07)
300 300 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05
(0.11) (0.09) (0.09) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06) (0.07)
Table 2.1: Sizes of KD and QI (in parenthesis) under 12 combinations of
range, r, and smoothness, ν, and 16 combinations of sample sizes, n and m,
for X and Y respectively.
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Our simulations show that for even small samples, such as n = m = 50, our
test can control the size near the prescribed level if the range or smoothness
is sufficiently high; that is r ≥ 0.4 or ν ≥ 1. Smoothness and range are in fact
more important for controlling size than the number of replicates. Under the
noisiest setting, r = 0.2 and ν = 0.5, the lowest attained size (0.07) occurs
when n = m = 300. This is an only moderate improvement over the size
(0.15) when n = m = 50, and is still above the nominal level. If instead the
number of replicates were fixed at n = m = 50 but the range and smoothness
increased to either 0.5 and 1.0, respectively, then the size is controlled at the
nominal level and thereafter. As with the convergence simulations though,
these minimal smoothness conditions are not all that impactful in practice
because functions are typically smoothed before analysis. Moreover, the sizes
are stable at the nominal level once the range exceeds a threshold between
0.3 and 0.4 or ν ≥ 1.0 for the spatial domain [0, 1] × [0, 1]. The QI test
appears to inflate the size in nearly all cases compared to our test.
We compare the power of our test and the QI test in detecting changes
in the four parameters µ, σ, r, and ν that govern the underlying Gaussian
process in our data generation. We set the number of replicates to n = 100
and m = 50 for the two samples X and Y , respectively, and sample the
functional observations in X from a Gaussian process with r = 0.4, ν = 1,
µ = 0, and σ = 1. This setup ensures that the sizes of KD and QI are similar
(see Table 2.1) so that their power functions are comparable. To generate
samples of Y we let each of the parameters in Y vary around the parameter
values in X. The mean, µ, was set from -1 to 1 in 0.1 increments, σ was set
between 0.1 and 2 in 0.05 increments, r from 0.05 to 1 in 0.05 increments,
and ν from 0.1 to 2 in 0.1 increments. This gave a total of 96 alternative
models because the parameters were varied individually. The power of KD
and QI were then calculated under each of these alternative models using
2000 simulations each.
Figure 2.5 shows the empirical power functions for both KD and QI on
each parameter. Both tests are almost equally powerful in detecting mean
changes and increases in standard deviation. However, KD shows a strong
improvement over QI in detecting changes in range, smoothness, and de-
creases in standard deviation. Two caveats about the power functions should
be noted. The first is that there is a slight advantage to QI in the testing
of mean, range and smoothness because QI still appears to slightly inflate
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Figure 2.5: Power of KD and QI in detecting changes in the four
parameters in the Gaussian process. Mean, Range and smoothness are
presented as shifts of parameters in Y from X. Standard deviation is
presented as a multiple of standard deviation in X.
size, which can be seen by observing its power function at the null value of
these three parameters. The second caveat is that QI was not designed to
detect decreases in standard deviation because the application for which it
was designed found a drop in standard deviation desirable.
Further simulation results comparing against the Functional Anderon-
Darling (FAD) and the Rank based Band Depth Test (BAND) are available
in the supplement. While FAD shows considerable power in detecting mean
changes it falls short of the other methods for detecting variance changes.
On average our method maintained the highest power across the different
parameters on average.
The situation where the mean or variance is shifted uniformly over the
entire domain of the function may be a little too simplified. A more realistic
scenario is that the mean, variance, and other aspects of the distribution
differ heterogeneously; higher in some regions and lower in others. To study
this situation we conduct another set of simulations where the mean and
variance are both allowed to vary non-uniformly over the domain, though
the range and smoothness are kept constant throughout at r = 0.4 and
ν = 1.0. More specifically, we generate the mean and standard deviation of
Y as two dimensional sine waves centered about 0 and 1, respectively. Then
we slowly increase the amplitude of sine waves to make X and Y deviate
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Figure 2.6: Power functions for KD and QI under heterogeneous
differences in the mean and standard deviation between X and Y . The
parameter κ controls the amplitude of the sine waves µ(s) and σ(s), which
are centered about 0 and 1 respectively.




















sin (4πs1 − π/2) + 1
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where s = (s1, s2) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1], κ is set to vary from 0.05 to 1 in increments
of 0.05, and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. We fixed the number of replicates
to n = 100 and m = 50 and again used 2000 simulations per κ value to
estimate the power at κ.
Figure 2.6 shows the power functions of KD and QI under heterogeneous
mean and standard deviation changes. For detecting mean changes, both
KD and QI maintain comparable powers although our test carries more
power than the QI test at certain ranges of mean change. It is worth noting
that the power curves in this setting appear to be similar to those under
the homogeneous mean change which indicates no serious power loss when
the mean change is heterogeneous. A huge difference between KD and QI
is observed, however, when the standard deviation change is heterogeneous:
KD still maintains its power while QI seems to lose power.
Further simulations are again made available in the supplement comparing
KD, QI, FAD and BAND in the heterogeneous case. FAD is extremely
powerful in detecting mean changes but like QI and BAND it loses all power
in detecting heterogeneous variance changes. Our method again shows the
highest average power of the four approaches.
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2.4 Evaluating Proxy Influence in Assimilated CFRs
We now apply the proposed KD statistic to evaluate the influence of proxies
on the 2m surface temperature reconstruction by examining the differences
between the background and analysis states in PHYDA. In our experiment,
the background state consists of a single 100 member ensemble of 2m surface
temperature fields that are randomly sampled from a single climate model
simulation run. For every year of the reconstruction, the analysis state con-
sists of a 100 member ensemble of 2m surface temperatures (the same 100
randomly drawn ensemble members are selected for both the background and
analysis). We will use our KD statistic to test for distributional differences
between the background ensemble and each year’s analysis ensemble so as
to test for proxy influence during each reconstruction year. Formally, this
refers to testing the hypothesis (2.1) that was formulated in Section 2.2.1.
We will then further subdivide the background and analysis states into 12
regions, corresponding with the five oceans and seven continents, and repeat
our analysis on the regions separately. Finally, we investigate how correlation
between regions may impact the influence of proxies at the regional level.
2.4.1 Global reconstructions
Figure 2.7 shows the values of KD over time along with their associated
p-values. A larger value of KD corresponds to a smaller p-value and more
separation between the background and analysis states in their distribution.
The p-values were adjusted by the Benjamini-Yekutieli procedure (Benjamini
et al., 2001) to have a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05. The uniformly near
zero p-values strongly indicate that the background and analysis are signif-
icantly different in distribution each year, which suggests that the proxies
indeed change the distribution of the background and have a material influ-
ence over the PHYDA reconstructions. Despite the uniformly small p-values,
the magnitudes of KD indicate a relatively weak separation between the
background and analysis in the beginning followed by a steadily increasing
separation over time until the end of the reconstruction period. The apparent
rise in separation is caused by the fact that proxy information is sequentially
introduced into the reconstruction over time. Over the interval of our anal-
ysis (850CE to 1850CE), more proxies become available for assimilation as
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Figure 2.7: Value of KD over the reconstruction period from 850 CE to
1850 CE. Larger values of KD indicate larger differences between the
distribution of the background and analysis states. Red line shows the
overall increasing trend of KD. All p-values were less than 6× 10−10 (after
FDR adjustment).
the reconstruction approaches 1850CE.
2.4.2 Regional variation of proxy influence
Analysis of the global reconstruction is important for establishing the strength
of proxy influence at the global level and for confirming the upward trend of
the proxy influence. A natural next step is to investigate how these effects
propagate down to a regional level, namely how proxies impact the temper-
ature reconstruction at the continental and oceanic level. Proxies are not
collected uniformly across all regions as shown in Figure 2.8, so a weaker in-
fluence might be expected of the proxies in the poorly sampled regions than
those with dense sampling. We therefore use our method to investigate the
local influence of proxies.
We divide the globe into 12 regions corresponding to the five oceans and
seven continents as in Figure 2.8. Within each of the twelve regions we ap-
ply our test to evaluate the difference between the background and analysis
states over the full reconstruction period. Analogous to the global study in
Section 2.4.1, the progression of KD over time for all regions is summarized
in Figure 2.9. It is surprising to see that KD values over all regions share
a consistent increasing trend, even for the regions with scarce proxies. Intu-
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Figure 2.8: The left panel divides the whole globe into 12 regions marked
by different colors and the right panel shows the locations of all of the
n = 2978 proxies used in PHYDA, as in Fig. 1a of Steiger et al. (2018). The
vast majority of proxies are collected in North America and Europe. Not all
displayed proxies are available every year in the reconstruction. More
proxies become available as the reconstruction approaches the present day,
see Fig. 2.1.
itively, we expect that the increasing trend holds only for the regions with
abundant proxies because gradually introduced proxy information in those
regions will make the analysis states more and more distinct from the back-
ground. However, due to the complex dependency structure of the climate
system its teleconnections, these regional deficits are likely being mitigated.
This result intrigues us to study whether the long range dependence in the
background climate states helps to stabilize the reconstruction in data-sparse
regions.
We investigate this conjecture using the correlation maps in Figure 2.11,
for which the value at each location describes the strongest correlation, i.e.,
the maximum r2, between the temperature time series at this location and
every temporally available proxy location during the representative years of
1000, 1400, and 1800 CE, respectively. These maps indicate the maximum
potential strength of spatial diffusion of proxy information over time. As
more proxies are added towards the present, more global area becomes highly
correlated with the proxy locations.
The maps in Figure 2.11 are helpful in understanding why some regions
such as the Pacific have few proxies but show a high degree of divergence
between their background and analysis states. The Pacific is strongly cor-
related with nearby continental regions such as North America, which has
many proxies, due to the El Niño-Southern Oscillation phenomenon. Con-
versely, Australia, which has few proxies and weak proxy correlations, shows
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Figure 2.9: KD over time by region. Regional KD values were computed
by measuring differences in the regions of interest within the Global
reconstructions. They generally follow the pattern of the global KD values
with the exception of the Arctic Ocean. Red lines show the regional trends
of KD.
Figure 2.10: P-values of KD over time by region. Grey points indicate
p-values over 0.05 after the Benjamini-Yekutieli FDR adjustment. Except
for in the early years, most regions have statistically significant differences
between their background and analysis ensembles across the reconstruction.
The Arctic Ocean and Antarctica fail to reject in many more cases due to
their relatively small size and lack of proxies.
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Figure 2.11: Proxy-point r2 maps for representative years 1000, 1400, and
1800 CE. There is an overall increasing proxy point correlation (purple) in
time. This is reflected in the increasing effect sizes seen in regions with
little proxy representation.
a correspondingly low degree of divergence between its background and anal-
ysis states. Regions with densely sampled proxies tend to show high proxy
correlation due to proximity with their own proxies, and also a high degree
of background-analysis separation, as expected.
The Arctic and Southern oceans represent two anomalies with regards to
their apparent proxy information. Most notably around 1600 CE the Arctic
ocean experiences a strong trend reversal in KD, just when other regions
are experiencing trend increases. This runs counter to the fact that both the
number of proxies and the proxy-point correlations shown in Figure 2.11 are
increasing in the Arctic over this time period.
One possible explanation of this effect is the dramatic increase in the num-
ber of Arctic tree-ring records beginning around 1600 CE, prior to which ice
core and sediment records dominate in the Arctic region (see Figure 2.12).
These latter records are isotope based and have been shown to sample far-
field temperature signals across regions of the Arctic Ocean (Steiger et al.,
2017), while several of the isotope records included in the reconstruction are
specifically marine based. It is possible that the isotope records are therefore
better samples of the far-field and exclusively marine temperatures that are
reconstructed across the Arctic Ocean, relative to the land-based tree-ring
records that begin to dominate in the 17th century and sample local temper-
ature conditions. The inclusion of more widely abundant tree-ring records
that are potentially less informative of far-field marine temperatures over
the Arctic Ocean may therefore effectively increase the noise in the recon-
struction over that region, thus obscuring the contribution from the isotope
records and increasing the reliance of the data assimilation on the information
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Figure 2.12: Left: polar plot of proxy sites near the Arctic Ocean (above
50◦ latitude) in 1500 CE. Right: proxy sites near the Arctic Ocean in 1700
CE. The number of tree-rings (green) more than triples from 1500 to 1700
CE (75 to 260 sites respectively) without a similar increase in the number
of ice cores, marine cores, corals, etc.
from the prior.
Conversely, the Southern ocean has relatively large values of KD when
the correlation information in Figure 2.11 would lead us to believe that they
should be much smaller. The Southern ocean has no local proxies and per-
haps has the weakest overall proxy-point correlation strength, yet it experi-
ences a strong and significant divergence between its background and anal-
ysis states. This unexpectedly strong divergence may be due to the large
amount of moderate correlations observed near the Pacific, along the coast
of Antarctica, and off the southern tip of South America. The cumulative
effect of those moderate correlations may lead to the results in Figure 2.9.
2.5 Discussion and Conclusions
Motivated by the newly available PHYDA reconstruction product, we de-
veloped a non-parametric statistical test to compare the distributions of the
ensembles in the background states and in the analysis states. The PHYDA
data product was derived using a DA scheme that merges information from
climate model simulations and climate proxies, the latter of which is expected
to provide its due influence on the derived analysis fields. However, the na-
ture of the DA approach and the variation of proxy information through time
makes it difficult to assess the degree to which the proxies influence the final
analysis product.
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Optimally adding proxy information is one of the principal qualities of a
DA-based reconstruction and thus knowing the cumulative effect of adding
proxies is of fundamental importance, particularly as DA becomes increas-
ingly popular (Franke et al., 2017; Steiger et al., 2018; Tardif et al., 2019).
Before now, testing for significant proxy influence over DA reconstructions
has been conducted empirically through validation procedures (e.g., Hakim
et al., 2016; Singh et al., 2018). Our test instead provides a direct and
powerful way to formally quantify the information added by proxies to the
analysis states based on changes in their distribution from the background.
By treating each ensemble member in the background and analysis states as
continuous two dimensional surfaces, our test statistic based on functional
data depth is able to measure the difference in distribution between ensem-
bles in the two states.
Due to the nonparametric nature of functional data depth, our method
does not require any distributional or model assumptions on the observa-
tions. Our method also does not require that the curves be square integrable,
second-order stationary, or even strictly continuous. We showed numerically
that the asymptotic distribution of our test statistic converges to or at least is
well approximated by the Kolmogorov distribution. Additional simulations
in the supplement shows the same conclusion even when the spatial data is
from a Non-Gaussian process (see Figures 3 and 4 in the supplement). We
also demonstrated that the sizes of our test are well controlled near the nom-
inal level, even under moderate sample sizes, and that our test’s powers are
highly competitive with the QI test in Liu and Singh (1993).
Our results provide strong evidence of a clear divergence between the back-
ground and analysis states associated with PHYDA. The degree of separa-
tion, however, depends greatly on geographical location and time period. An
overall upward trend in proxy influence is seen and it is generally maintained
even when subdividing the globe into oceanic and continental sub-regions.
With the notable exception of the Arctic, these findings are consistent with
the fact that proxy information steadily increases as the reconstruction period
approaches the present day. This confirms that increasing proxy information
is associated with commensurate influence on the assimilated reconstructions,
which suggests that the influence of the model prior is minimized as proxy
networks become considerably more dense, therefore placing less emphasis on
which model should be used to form the prior. This also suggests that more
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proxies should be collected further back in time to improve reconstruction
skill over all parts of the Common Era.
We have also found that, despite the stark imbalance in proxy density in
the different geographic regions, most regions exhibit an increasing separa-
tion between the background and analysis states. The mitigating effect for
the proxy deficit regions is mostly attributable to the long-range dependency
structure that proxies and temperatures often display. Some regions such as
the Pacific Ocean and South America have very few local proxies but due
to their strong overall correlation with other regions they still benefit from
proxies collected remotely. These results therefore suggest that the desirable
addition of proxy information to data assimilated reconstructions extends
beyond the immediate regions where proxies are densely sampled. This pro-
vides credence to the idea that the geographic regions outside of dense proxy
sampling may still establish some reconstruction skill, particularly in the last
several centuries before the present.
In addition to the important results for assessing assimilated reconstruction
products, our test is much more broadly applicable. Our generic formulation
allows it to be applied to any functional data that the depth function can
handle, including curves on R and higher dimensional functions on Rn. In
our framework, each Xi and Yj can also be multivariate valued so long as
they both map to the same subspace of Rp. This only changes integration
to be over a multivariate depth instead of a univariate depth. Our method
can also be useful for comparing image data in medical studies, and meet the
increasing demand of comparing simulated climate from different climate
models and comparing the simulated climate to observations.
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Proof. let P be a distribution on C[0, 1]p and suppose X = {X1, ..., Xn}
and Y = {Y1, ..., Yn} are two i.i.d samples from P . Let F̂n(·) and Ĝm(·) be
defined as before with each converging in distribution to F , the distribution
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Figure 2.13: Power of KD, QI, FAD, and BAND in detecting changes in
the four parameters in the Gaussian process. Mean, Range and smoothness
are presented as shifts of parameters in Y from X. Standard deviation is
presented as a multiple of standard deviation in X.
The second term is simply a one sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic so the
whole quantity converges to the Kolmogorov distribution.
2.8.2 Power comparisons with other tests
While the quality index is the closest method to ours, it is not the only
other method for comparing the distributions of functions. One particularly
powerful method is the Functional Anderson-Darling (FAD) test of (Po-
mann et al., 2016). In their paper they demonstrated superior power over
all other functional distribution tests except for the Rank based Band Depth
Test (BAND) of (Lopez-Pintado and Romo, 2009), which was not compared
against. We compare our method KD against the Quality Index (QI), FAD,
and BAND under the same simulation settings as in the main paper.
The FAD method is extremely powerful against changes in the mean of
the data, however compared with the depth based methods its noticeably less
powerful against variance changes (Figure 2.13). Under the heterogeneous
changes (Figure 2.14) our test is still the only test to maintain its power in
detecting heterogeneous variance changes.
2.8.3 Convergence under a non-Gaussian Process
Because our test does not depend on any parametric assumptions of the data
we wanted to see how convergence, size, and power were maintained when
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Figure 2.14: Power of KD, QI, FAD, and BAND in detecting changes in
the four parameters in the Gaussian process. Mean, Range and smoothness
are presented as shifts of parameters in Y from X. Standard deviation is
presented as a multiple of standard deviation in X.
the data came from a markedly Non-Gaussian process. For these simulations
we used the same settings as in the main paper’s simulations except that
the functions were generated with a multivariate t distribution instead of a
multivariate Gaussian distribution. We analogously denote these functions
as coming from a t-process.
Under a t-process, convergence in L2 is observed to be slower than the
corresponding Gaussian process. Critical values, however, are almost imme-
diately unbiased verses their asymptotic counterparts. Together these indi-
cate that the distribution of KD is harder to approximate when the data is
heavy tailed, but that this is relatively unimpactful since decisions regarding
significance are unaffected by using the asymptotic distribution.
2.8.4 Size under a Non-Gaussian Process
We next looked at the size under t-process data. Size is controlled at rel-
atively the same levels as when Gaussian process data was used. This is
due to the critical values of the permutation distribution and the asymptotic
distribution being in near agrement, even at small sample sizes. The same
pattern of needed sufficient range or smoothness to achieve the nominal level
is still observed.
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Figure 2.15: L2 distance between the permutation distribution and the
Kolmogorov distribution under 12 different range and smoothness settings.
Non Gaussian Process.
Figure 2.16: Kolmogorov critical values minus permutation critical values
at three common test levels: 0.90, 0.95. 0.99 under 12 different range and
smoothness settings. Non Gaussian Process.
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ν = 0.5 ν = 1.0 ν = 1.5
n m r = 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
50 50 0.16 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04
(0.25) (0.19) (0.14) (0.14) (0.14) (0.12) (0.11) (0.10) (0.12) (0.11) (0.10) (0.08)
50 100 0.13 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05
(0.29) (0.19) (0.18) (0.14) (0.18) (0.14) (0.11) (0.09) (0.15) (0.10) (0.10) (0.09)
50 200 0.14 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.06
(0.34) (0.22) (0.19) (0.16) (0.18) (0.12) (0.12) (0.10) (0.15) (0.11) (0.11) (0.10)
50 300 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05
(0.36) (0.26) (0.22) (0.17) (0.20) (0.16) (0.13) (0.12) (0.17) (0.12) (0.10) (0.10)
100 50 0.15 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05
(0.15) (0.12) (0.10) (0.09) (0.10) (0.08) (0.08) (0.06) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07)
100 100 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04
(0.16) (0.12) (0.10) (0.09) (0.12) (0.10) (0.08) (0.07) (0.09) (0.09) (0.08) (0.08)
100 200 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.05
(0.21) (0.14) (0.12) (0.11) (0.12) (0.11) (0.09) (0.08) (0.10) (0.09) (0.08) (0.07)
100 300 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
(0.23) (0.16) (0.13) (0.12) (0.13) (0.10) (0.10) (0.09) (0.11) (0.08) (0.09) (0.08)
200 50 0.15 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.06
(0.09) (0.07) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.08) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06)
200 100 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
(0.10) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.06) (0.07) (0.08) (0.07) (0.06) (0.07)
200 200 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05
(0.14) (0.10) (0.09) (0.09) (0.10) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.06)
200 300 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06
(0.14) (0.11) (0.11) (0.10) (0.10) (0.09) (0.09) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.06) (0.07)
300 50 0.14 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06
(0.08) (0.07) (0.06) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.05) (0.07) (0.05) (0.06) (0.06)
300 100 0.10 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05
(0.09) (0.08) (0.06) (0.07) (0.08) (0.07) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06)
300 200 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06
(0.11) (0.09) (0.08) (0.07) (0.08) (0.07) (0.06) (0.07) (0.07) (0.08) (0.06) (0.06)
300 300 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05
(0.10) (0.09) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.07) (0.06) (0.07) (0.05) (0.07)
Table 2.2: Size of KD and QI (in parenthesis) under 12 combinations of
range, r, and smoothness, ν, and 16 combinations of sample sizes, n and m,
for X and Y respectively. Data was generated from a Non-Gaussian
process.
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Figure 2.17: Power of KD, QI, FAD, and BAND in detecting changes in
the four parameters in the Gaussian process. Mean, Range and smoothness
are presented as shifts of parameters in Y from X. Standard deviation is
presented as a multiple of standard deviation in X.
2.8.5 Power comparisons under a Non-Gaussian Process
Finally we considered power under homogeneous and heterogeneous parame-
ter changes under Non-Gaussian data (t-process). The same settings to test
power in the main paper’s simulations were against used to generate data. As
in the convergence and size simulation the sampled functions were generated
from a t-process with 3 degrees of freedom.. The power curves (Figures 2.17
and 2.18) are generally flatter than the corresponding power curves under
a Gaussian process, however the relationship between methods remains the
same. FAD still dominates detecting changes in the mean and KD, MBD,
and QI dominate detecting changes in the standard deviation. All methods
lose considerable power in detecting range and smoothness changes. Notably
the FAD test ran into computational issues trying to estimate the functional
principal components due the t-process frequently generating very outlying
curves.
2.8.6 FAD v.s. KD on PHYDA
The preceding power plots show that their is no clear dominating method,
between FAD and KD across all of the parameters in the Gaussian and Non-
Gaussian simulations. FAD clearly detects mean differences better and KD
clearly detects standard deviation differences better. This is particularly
true in the case of heterogeneous mean and variance changes under a t-
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Figure 2.18: Power of KD, QI, FAD, and BAND in detecting changes in
the four parameters in the Gaussian process. Mean, Range and smoothness
are presented as shifts of parameters in Y from X. Standard deviation is
presented as a multiple of standard deviation in X.
Figure 2.19: Left: Average squared pointwise mean differences between the
background and analysis ensembles for each year in the reconstruction.
Right: Average squared pointwise ratio of the background and analysis
ensemble standard deviations for each year in the reconstruction.
process (Figure 2.18), i.e. the more realistic setting. We argue that because
FAD fails to detect heterogeneous changes in the variance, it misses out on
the crucial finding in our data analysis, namely that the analysis ensembles
become more distinct from the background over time. These changes appear
to be primarily driven by a downward trend in the variance of the analysis
state (see Figure 2.19).
As can be seen in Figure 2.19, the average difference between the back-
ground and analysis remains relatively constant over time. Because the av-
erages differences are even slightly different from 0, FAD has no issue with
detecting a significant difference. The real differentiator is how the ratio of
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Figure 2.20: FAD vs KD values on the PHYDA climate data over the
reconstruction period 850CE to 1850CE. Both tests detect significant
distribution changes, but FAD is primarily driven by the mean differences.
KD derives its value from the mean changes, the increase standard
deviation changes, and higher moment changes not displayed here.
the variances changes over time. With the exception of the very end of the re-
construction, the average variance ratio increases almost monotonically. This
pattern reveals that one of the primary effects of including additional proxies
is a reduction in uncertainty. This near monotonic increase in uncertainty
reduction is largely reflected in the associated time series of K values (Figure
2.20). If we compare against the values of FAD over time (Figure 2.20) we
can see that it does not register this aspect of the distribution change. FAD




ELASTIC DEPTHS FOR DETECTING
SHAPE ANOMALIES IN FUNCTIONAL
DATA
3.1 Introduction
As data collection methods rapidly advance, functional data and functional
data analysis (FDA) have become more prevalent. Functional data refers to
data collected continuously across a compact domain, such as a fixed length
of time or region of space, and where an observation is an entire curve or
surface over the domain, rather than a single value. Examples of functional
data include growth rate curves, electrocardiogram (ECG) data, temperature
profiles, imaging data containing geometric shapes, and hurricane trajectories
(See Figure 3.1).
This work previously published in Technometrics with permission to be reprinted here
(https://doi.org/10.1080/00401706.2020.1811156).
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Figure 3.1: Hurricane trajectories from the HURDAT2 database.
Trajectories are colored from red to blue, with red indicating the origin of
the hurricane. A “U-shaped” pattern emerges as hurricanes generally start
near the coast of Africa, migrate to North America, and then curve back
towards Europe. This type of data poses many challenges to existing shape
outlier methodology. Trajectories are multivariate, exist on the surface of a
nonlinear manifold (S2), and exhibit significant phase and magnitude
variability independent of their shape.
As with traditional data analysis methods, it is critical to perform ex-
ploratory data analysis with functional data. Exploratory analysis can re-
veal significant trends or anomalies, which could bias post-processing analysis
such as model fitting. Functional anomalies are of particular interest because
of the adverse effects they can have on statistical models. Functional anoma-
lies can also be interesting in their own right and can even be the primary
focus of study.
The hurricane trajectories in Figure 3.1 present a challenge to current
functional shape anomaly detectors. Due to the vast distances hurricanes
travel, their trajectories resemble paths along the surface of a sphere. Exist-
ing methods do not handle spherical valued data, or more generally manifold
valued data, so they have to approximate these paths with two-dimensional
trajectories. This approximation distorts the distances between curves and
consequently has a strong influence on the detection of anomalies. Further-
more, exploratory analysis shows that these trajectories exhibit substantial
phase variability that could affect shape outlier detection (Srivastava et al.,
2011).
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In the functional data setting, identifying functional anomalies, i.e. identi-
fying an entire function as an outlier, is not as straightforward as identifying
univariate outliers with visualization methods. By definition, a functional
anomaly is a function that is significantly more “extreme” in its character-
istics than the rest of the functional data. Generally, functional anomalies
are categorized into two types: magnitude and shape anomalies (Dai and
Genton, 2018). Magnitude anomalies are functions that clearly lie outside of
the range of all other functions and are usually detected through data visu-
alization methods (e.g., Hyndman and Shang, 2010; Sun and Genton, 2011;
Myllymäki et al., 2017). On the other hand, shape anomalies take on a dif-
ferent shape or pattern than the rest of the data. They are more challenging
to identify with visualization methods because they can lie hidden amongst
the rest of the functions (Arribas-Gil and Romo, 2014). Examples of shape
anomalies include trajectories with more or less curvature, trajectories with
more or fewer oscillations, or trajectories sampled from a process having a
different mean function than the rest of the data. These are only a few exam-
ples; the possible ways a trajectory can be shape outlying are innumerable.
Furthermore, the information contained in the shapes of curves “matters a
great deal” (Horváth and Kokoszka, 2012) and can be quite different from
the information contained in their magnitudes. Therefore, it is important
to develop methods that can isolate shape information and identify shape
outliers from the rest of the data.
Many methods for identifying shape outliers rely on the notion of functional
data depth. Functional data depth is a family of methods used to define
centrality and induce a center-outward ordering on the sample functions (Liu
et al., 1999; Zuo and Serfling, 2000; Mosler and Polyakova, 2012). All depth
measures rank functions from most central (higher depth values) to least
central (lower depth values) and are typically scaled to take on values in
[0, 1].
Many outlier detection methods based on depth decompose total depth (or
outlyingness) into magnitude and shape depth (or outlyingness). Arribas-
Gil and Romo (2014) proposed the Outliergram, a visualization tool for
the shape and magnitude components of trajectories, using the half-space
depth (Tukey, 1977) and the band depth (Lopez-Pintado and Romo, 2009).
Later, Huang and Sun (2019) introduced the total variation depth, which
they decomposed into magnitude and shape components. In Dai and Genton
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(2019), the authors pointed out that these methods, which rely on integrated
depth, do not efficiently represent the centrality of functions. To remedy
this, Rousseeuw et al. (2018) and Dai and Genton (2019) simultaneously
proposed the concept of directional outlyingess. Directional outlyingness has
since been used as the basis of the functional outlier map (Rousseeuw et al.,
2018) and the magnitude-shape plot tool (Dai and Genton, 2018). Both of
these methods again decompose their depth measures into magnitude and
shape components, for the separate identification of magnitude and shape
anomalies.
Other outlier detection methods proposed in the recent literature account
for the geometry of the functions. Kuhnt and Rehage (2016) developed the
functional tangential angle (FUNTA) pseudo-depth based on the tangential
angles of the intersections of the centered data. Nagy et al. (2017) proposed
two modifications of previous depth notions to better identify shape out-
liers by emulating derivatives with multidimensional projections. Xie et al.
(2017) separated the variability of functional data into amplitude and phase
components, using the registration methods of Srivastava et al. (2011), and
displayed this variability using independent boxplots for each component.
Xie et al. (2017) showed how treating the phase and amplitude components
of trajectories separately could greatly improve the detection rate of shape
outliers. Their method, however, falls short of fully characterizing the shape
distribution and instead relies on an optimization procedure to partially ap-
proximate the boundary of the inlier distribution.
Finally, there are methods based on Functional Principal Component Anal-
ysis (FPCA), which extract the features of normal shapes and detect anoma-
lies by finding functions with abnormal features. These methods include a
Step-wise Functional Outliers Detection test (Yu et al., 2012) and an FPCA
score based distance test (Ren et al., 2017). FPCA based feature extrac-
tion can be quite powerful for detecting many types of shape anomalies, but
FPCA is also known to be deficient when temporal variability is present (Sri-
vastava et al., 2011; Tucker et al., 2013). Furthermore, these methods are not
designed to explicitly identify shape anomalies separately from magnitude
anomalies. Because we assume that both temporal variability and magni-
tude variability are present and are nuisance properties that mask shape, the
problems and data considered here are quite different from the ones consid-
ered by FPCA methods. For those reasons, these methods were not included
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in the comparisons in Section 3.5.2.
In this paper, we introduce a new family of depth measures, called the
elastic depths, based on the elastic shape distances used in Xie et al. (2017).
We first use the elastic distances to directly measure the distance between
the shapes of individual trajectories. This allows us to define a notion of
data depth that appropriately captures the distribution of the trajectories’
shapes and allows for the explicit identification of shape outliers. Current
literature falls short of fully representing the shape distribution and instead
uses either a surrogate for shape or only approximates the shape distribution.
Explicitly using the shape distribution, as we do in this paper, also confers
several practical benefits, namely
1. Finding the inner quartile regions and outlier bound is trivial due to
our depth based representation. The outlier bound does not require
any optimization procedures and has only a single input parameter.
We demonstrate in Section 3.10.5 of the online supplement that the
performance of our method is relatively insensitive to the value of the
input parameter.
2. In Sections 3.10.3 and 3.5.2, we empirically demonstrate the highly
competitive and often superior outlier detection skill of the elastic depth
based boxplots. We show that the elastic depths are consistently the
top performing detection method across many different shape classes
and that they can identify shape outliers in the presence of substantial
translation and phase noise.
3. Shape distributions can easily be generalized to manifold valued tra-
jectories, such as the hurricane trajectories (Figure 3.1), because the
elastic depths are based purely on distance. Different manifolds merely
require different distance metrics. In Section 3.6, we show the elastic
depths applied to the Hurricane trajectories and in Section 3.10.7 of the
online supplement we show additional examples of the elastic depths




Data depth is a general notion of measuring the centrality of observations
with respect to a distribution. In the FDA literature, data depth is the
dominant method used to define centrality and induce ordering on a function
space. Given a distribution P on a function space F , a depth function maps
each trajectory f ∈ F to a value in [0, 1], such that the closer a trajectory is
to the center of P , the higher its depth value is. If this mapping is monotonic,
that is, higher depth values necessarily mean higher centrality, then the depth
function induces a center-outward ordering on the function space F with
respect to P . This makes depth a natural framework for evaluating the
outlyingess of observations. High depth values mean an observation is very
close to the center of P so, conversely, low depth values mean an observation
is very far from the center of P . Therefore, trajectories with extremely low
depth values, as compared to the rest of the distribution, are likely to be
outlying or anomalous.
3.2.2 Elastic shape analysis
Elastic shape analysis (ESA) is a collection of techniques for registering func-
tional data through a phase-amplitude separation procedure and for perform-
ing statistical analysis on the separated phase and amplitude components
(Srivastava et al., 2011; Kurtek et al., 2011; Tucker et al., 2013). Phase
and amplitude represent two orthogonal components of a function’s variabil-
ity. The amplitude component represents variability in shape, where shape
refers to the properties of a function that remain unchanged under the shape
preserving transformations: rotation, translation, scaling, and phase (Srivas-
tava and Klassen, 2016). The phase component represents the “domain” or
“timing” variability of the trajectories. Because amplitude is invariant to
these phase transformations, amplitude is distinct from the usual concept
of magnitude. Magnitude measures the size of the observed realization of a
trajectory while amplitude measures the size of the trajectories shape.
The distinguishing feature of ESA is the use of the Square Root Slope
Function (SRSF) for registration (Kurtek et al., 2011). For real valued tra-
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jectories, the SRSF bijectively maps, up to an additive constant, a real valued
function f to its normalized gradient f ′/
√
|f ′|. Under ESA, two real valued
trajectories are registered by elastically deforming the domain of one func-
tion such that the L2 distance between the SRSFs of the two functions is
minimized (Section 3.2.3). The amount of elastic deformation needed to reg-
ister two functions is measured by the phase distance (Section 3.10.1), while
the residual L2 distance between the SRSFs, post registration, defines the
amplitude distance between them (Section 3.2.3). Together they are known
as the elastic distances. The key insight of ESA is that by registering SRSFs,
instead of trajectories directly, the amplitude distances are proper metrics
and they are invariant to the shape preserving transformations. Thus, am-
plitude distance can be used to define the distance between the shapes of
functions.
Later the Square Root Slope Velocity Function (SRVF) (Srivastava et al.,
2011) was introduced to register Rn valued trajectories and the Transported
Square Root Slope Velocity Function (TSRVF) (Su et al., 2014) was intro-
duced to register Riemannian manifold valued trajectories, such as trajecto-
ries observed on the unit sphere S2. These notions allow us to calculate ampli-
tude distances between multivariate functions and manifold valued functions
respectively. We present the details for computing amplitude distances for R
valued trajectories in Section 3.2.3. The details for Rn valued and S2 valued
trajectories are deferred to the Appendix (Section 3.10.1).
The advantages of the ESA approach to shape analysis have previously
been shown in the works of Srivastava et al. (2011); Kurtek et al. (2011);
Tucker et al. (2013); Su et al. (2014). ESA rigorously defines the shape
space for a given class of trajectories and then defines a way to construct
a proper distance metric on that shape space. The ESA based metrics are
preserved under the shape preserving transformations: translation, scale,
rotation, and reparameterization (phase). This improves theoretically over
alternative shape metrics, such as Huang and Sun (2016); Dai and Gen-
ton (2018, 2019), that do not guarantee invariance or equivariance to shape
transformations. The ESA framework is also general enough to apply to data
observed in R, Rn, S2, and any Riemannian manifoldM that has an intrin-
sic metric. This is important for our motivating example, Atlantic hurricane
trajectories (Figure 3.1), which are observed on the surface of a sphere.
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3.2.3 Amplitude distance for R valued functions
Let FR = {f : [0, 1] 7→ R, f differentiable} be the class of differentiable
trajectories on [0, 1] mapping to R. The Square Root Slope Function was
introduced in Srivastava et al. (2011) as the following transformation on
trajectories f ∈ FR:
Definition 3.1. Let f be a differentiable trajectory in FR, the Square Root





As was shown in their paper, the SRSF is a bijective mapping, up to
an additive constant, from the space FR to the space of square integrable
functions L2. This means that for two functions f, g ∈ FR, the norm on L2
||qf − qg||2 =
√∫ 1
0
|qf (t)− qg(t)|2dt, (3.1)
where qf , qg are f and g’s associated SRSFs, is a proper distance between
f and g themselves. This norm is particularly important for shape analysis
because it is phase invariant (Srivastava and Klassen, 2016). That is, for any
phase function γ ∈ Γ
||qf◦γ − qg◦γ||2 = ||qf − qg||2,
where f ◦ γ(t) = f(γ(t)), ∀t ∈ [0, 1]. Technical descriptions of phase func-
tions γ and phase space Γ are deferred until Section 3.10.1, but γ functions
essentially acts to deform the domain [0, 1].
Phase invariance means that Equation 3.1 is measuring some quantity that
is independent of the representation, or phase, with which two functions are
observed. This is only true if f and g share a common phase representation,
so in order to find the amplitude distance between two arbitrary f, g ∈ FR
we need to first place them in phase with each other. That is, we need to
find some γ∗ ∈ Γ such that




so that ||qf − qg◦γ∗||2 measures the difference in their amplitudes. This can
be more directly stated by defining the amplitude distance between f and g
as in Srivastava et al. (2011):
Definition 3.2. (Amplitude distance) Let f and g be two trajectories in FR,
then the amplitude distance between f and g is
da(f, g) = inf
γ∈Γ
||qf − qg◦γ||2,
where qf and qg◦γ denote the SRSF’s of f and g ◦ γ respectively.
3.3 Elastic Depth
3.3.1 Definition of Elastic Depth
The exact analytic form of the elastic depths will greatly depend on the man-
ifold on which the functional objects live. This is because the elastic depths
are inherently going to be a robust summary of the distances between func-
tional objects and the definition of distance between functional objects will
inherently depend on the manifold on which they are observed. For instance,
the distance between trajectories in Rn is very different from the distance
between trajectories on S2. For the elastic distances to exist, however, it is
only required that the data live on a Riemannian manifold (Section 3.3.1),
such as Rn or S2, because the TSRVF of Su et al. (2014) can always be
used to construct appropriate phase and amplitude distances. Therefore, we
will only assume that our data live on a Riemannian manifold M with an
intrinsic metric, so the space of functions we consider is defined as
FM = {f : [0, 1] 7→M, f is differentiable and M is a Riemannian manifold}.
The amplitude distance between two functions f1, f2 ∈ FM will generically
be denoted as da(f1, f2) and the phase distance between them as dp(f1, f2).
The exact form of these distances is left unspecified because the amplitude
distance is highly dependent on the manifold M . See Section 3.2.3 for the
definition of amplitude distance for R valued trajectories and 3.10.1 for the
definitions of phase distance and amplitude distance for Rn valued and S2
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valued trajectories. We now define the elastic depths for data observed on
a manifold M using the associated amplitude and phase distances. Let P
denote a distribution supported on the space FM and suppose we observe a
function f ∈ FM . We first introduce the idea of outlyingness, which describes
the degree to which f is an outlier relative to P . We further divide this
concept into amplitude and phase outlyingness, using the amplitude and
phase distances respectively. This is done to separately quantify the shape
outlyingness and phase outlyingness of f relative to P . Amplitude and phase
outlyingness are respectively denoted as Oa and Op and are defined as
Oa(f, P ) = inf
t∈R+
{





Op(f, P ) = inf
t∈R+
{




where X is a random function in FM and drawn from the distribution P . The
outlyingness functions Oa and Op robustly summarize the pairwise distances
between f and all other functions X ∈ FM . These two functions define a
measure of outlyingness such that if Oa(f, P ) is large then f is generally
dissimilar in amplitude from other functions X ∈ FM , with respect to the
distribution P . Likewise, if Oa(f, P ) is small then f is similar in amplitude
to other functions X ∈ FM .
To convert Oa and Op into depth functions we invert them with the type
B depth construction of Zuo and Serfling (2000):
Da(f, P ) = (1 +Oa(f, P ))
−1, (3.2)
Dp(f, P ) = (1 +Op(f, P ))
−1. (3.3)
Da(f, P ) and Dp(f, P ) are respectively called the amplitude depth and phase
depth of f with respect to P . Together we denote them the elastic depths.
The purpose of inverting the outlyingness functions in this manner is to
create bounded measures of centrality, i.e. depths, on the amplitude and
phase spaces associated with FM . When depths, such as Da and Dp, satisfy
the properties outlined in Section 3.2, they provide a non-parametric and
moment free characterization of the distribution P . Larger depth values
indicate higher centrality and low outlyingness, while lower values indicate
higher outlyingness. Thus, Da and Dp provide a simple and rigorous way to
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identify outliers based on the underlying distribution P .
3.3.2 Properties
Within the depth literature there have been many desirable properties dis-
cussed for both multivariate and functional data depths; see Zuo and Serfling
(2000) and Mosler and Polyakova (2012) for comprehensive reviews. These
properties ensure that a depth function properly measures the notion of depth
or centrality. For instance, a depth function needs to be location and scale
invariant (or equivariant) and it should decrease monotonically from a nat-
ural point of symmetry. Since our depth is purely for functional data we
concentrate on the central properties of Mosler and Polyakova (2012). These
properties are established for the amplitude depths because amplitude is the
primary concern of shape analysis.
The elastic depths are based on proper distance metrics so they inherit
certain properties such as translation invariance and scale equivariance au-
tomatically. On some manifolds, such as R2, scale equivariance can be pro-
moted to scale invariance because the trajectories are constrained to live
on an L2 ball. Invariance to simultaneous reparameterization (simultaneous
phase invariance) was shown in Srivastava et al. (2011) for amplitude dis-
tances between R and Rn valued trajectories and then later extended to S2
valued trajectories in Su et al. (2014). Consequently, the amplitude depths
are also invariant to simultaneous reparameterization.
Other properties, such as phase invariance, maximality of the center, and
convex level sets are essential for shape anomaly detection but are not sim-
ple corollaries of the amplitude distance. We outline these properties, as
they apply to amplitude depth, below. All proofs are deferred to the online
supplement Section 3.10.2.
Proposition 3.1 (Phase invariance). Let Γ be the space of warping, or phase,
functions defined in Section 3.10.1 and let γ ∈ Γ. Let FM be the space M-
valued differentiable functions as in Section 3.3.1, let f ∈ FM and suppose
P is a distribution supported on FM . Then
Da(f ◦ γ, P ) = Da(f, P ),
where Da(·, P ) is the amplitude depth of trajectories on FM .
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This property is unique to the elastic depths and ensures that the ampli-
tude depths are invariant to the phase under which each trajectory is ob-
served. This property, in conjunction with translation and scale invariance
(equivariance), means that the amplitude depth is invariant to the shape
preserving transformations. We can, therefore, say that amplitude depths
are appropriately capturing our definition of shape.
Proposition 3.2 (Maximality of the center). Let FM be the space M-valued
differentiable functions as in Section 3.3.1, let f ∈ FM and suppose P is a
distribution supported on FM . A trajectory s ∈ FM is the amplitude Fréchet
median of P if and only if s = arg maxf∈FM Da(f, P ), where Da(·, P ) is the
amplitude depth of trajectories on FM with respect to P .
Maximality of the center guarantees that the maximizer of the amplitude
depths, denoted the amplitude depth median, is the actual Fréchet median
of the distribution. The Fréchet median is the trajectory that minimizes
the median distance between itself and all other points in the space. This
property ensures that the amplitude depths start their ordering from the true
amplitude center of the distribution.
Proposition 3.3 (Convex level sets). Let FM be as in Section 3.3.1, let
f ∈ FM and suppose P is a distribution supported on FM . Let Da,α(P ) =
{f ∈ FM : Da(f, P ) ≥ α} be the upper level sets for the amplitude elastic
depth for all α ∈ [0, 1]. Then Da,α(P ) is a convex set. Similarly the upper
level sets for the phase elastic depth Dp,α(P ) = {f ∈ FM : Dp(f, P ) ≥ α} are
convex for all α ∈ [0, 1].
Convexity of the level sets implies that depths decrease monotonically from
the center of the distribution. In conjunction with Maximality of the Center,
level set convexity guarantees that the elastic depths are measuring centrality
in amplitude space and phase space. This property further distinguishes
the elastic depths from previous depth notions because they do not directly
characterize centrality in the appropriate shape spaces. We use these convex
level sets as the theoretical basis for the construction of the depth boxplots
(Section 3.4) and for depth thresholding (Section 3.4.2).
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3.3.3 Estimating Elastic Depths
As in Section 3.2, let FM be the space of differentiable functions on the
Riemannian manifold M and let P represent a distribution supported on
FM . Suppose we observe f1, ..., fn ∼ P . The amplitude and phase depths
of each fi, i ∈ 1, ...n, can be estimated empirically using their respective
sample outlyingness functions. The sample amplitude and phase outlyingness
functions are respectively denoted as Oa,n and Op,n and are defined as:
Oa,n(f, Pn) = median{da(f, f1), ..., da(f, fn)}
Op,n(f, Pn) = median{dp(f, f1), ..., dp(f, fn)},
where Pn denotes the empirical distribution of the functions f1, ..., fn. Using
the same construction as before, we invert the sample outlyingness functions
into sample depths
Da,n(f, Pn) = (1 +Oa,n(f, Pn))
−1 (3.4)
Dp,n(f, Pn) = (1 +Op,n(f, Pn))
−1, (3.5)
for amplitude and phase respectively. The following proposition asserts the
uniform consistency of this depth estimator.
Proposition 3.4 (Uniform Consistency). Let FM be as in Section 3.3.1,
suppose P is a distribution supported on FM , let f1, ..., fn ∼ P , and let Pn










|Dp,n(f, Pn)−Dp(f, P )| = 0,
where Da(·, P ) is the amplitude depth of trajectories on FM with respect to
P , Da,n(f, Pn) is the amplitude depth’s empirical counterpart, Dp(·, P ) is the
phase depth of trajectories on FM with respect to P , and Dp,n(f, Pn) is the
phase depth’s empirical counterpart.
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3.4 Identifying Outliers
Data depth is a natural framework for outlier detection because it provides a
center-outwards ordering of the data. Functions with very low depth values
are strong candidates for outliers because they are statistically far from the
center of the distribution. As mentioned in Section 3.1, there have been many
methods, many based on functional depth in some way, for detecting shape
anomalies proposed in the literature. These methods typically construct an
outlier cutoff boundary on either the depths or the functions and classify any
trajectory as an outlier if it exceeds these bounds. In the next two sections,
we introduce two simple ways of defining an outlier cutoff point based on
elastic depth.
3.4.1 Depth Boxplots
The first method we introduce is called the Depth Boxplot, which is a half-
boxplot constructed on the elastic depths directly. We showed in Section
3.3.2 that the elastic depths decrease monotonically from their unique cen-
ter, as trajectories become more outlying, so using the depths directly does
not incur a loss of outlyingness information. Additionally, unlike methods
that place bounds on the observed data, using a boxplot on the depth val-
ues circumvents the problem of shape outliers being masked due to scale,
translation, and phase variability. This is because the boundaries of a depth
boxplot correspond to entire central regions on the shape space of functions,
and not merely central regions on the projections of functions onto R (or R2
or S2).
Algorithm 1 describes how to construct the amplitude depth boxplot and
how amplitude anomalies are identified with the whisker c. Phase anomalies
can similarly be defined by substituting amplitude depths for phase depths.
The boxplot created in Algorithm 1 consists of the following three pieces:
The median, the IQR, and the whisker c (Figure 3.2). The median of the
boxplot is the largest depth, because as was shown in Section 3.3.2, the
largest depth corresponds to the median of the distribution. The IQR is the
50% central region because, as per the IQR of univariate data, this range
contains the inner 50% of the data. Most importantly is the whisker value c,
which determines which trajectories are considered outliers. Any trajectory
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Algorithm 1: Depth boxplots for finding amplitude outliers
Input : Functions f1,...,fn and multiplier k
Output: Outlier status of f1,...,fn given k
1 for i← 1 to n do
2 Compute amplitude depths DA,n(fi, P )
3 end
4 Compute IQR = max{DA,n(fi, P )} −median{DA,n(fi, P )}
5 Compute c = median{DA,n(fi, P )} − k × IQR.
6 for i← 1 to n do
7 if DA,n(fi) < c then
8 fi is an outlier
9 else
10 fi is not an outlier
11 end
12 end
with an amplitude depth of less than c is considered an anomaly because it
is statistically too far from the rest of the data.
Figure 3.2: Diagram of the amplitude depth boxplot, created using
Algorithm 1 with k = 1.5, on example data. The depth median, IQR
boundaries, whisker (c), and three shape outliers have all been labeled
accordingly. Each of the trajectories’ amplitude depths has been plotted
along the horizontal axis.
The whisker c is determined by a multiplier or inflation factor k. The quan-
tity k is a free parameter that must be set to detect anomalies. In classical
univariate boxplots, k = 1.5, so as to achieve approximately 99.3% coverage
of the boxplot on Gaussian data. This guarantee does not necessarily extend
to functional data, but we find empirically that k ∈ [1.5, 2] works well to sep-
arate outliers from inliers as long as the sampling frequency is high enough
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to fully represent the functional data. We investigate the depth boxplot’s
dependency on k numerically in Section 3.10.5 of the online supplement and
find that detection performance is fairly robust to k for a wide range of values
and across many types of data. More details on the choice of k can also be
found in Section 3.5.2.
3.4.2 Depth Thresholding
Boxplots and other hard cutoffs are not the only way to investigate shape
anomalies. The quantiles of the depth distribution itself can also be used to
investigate the most extreme data. The elastic depths induce a proper center-
outward ordering of the trajectories, so the most extreme, i.e. smallest, depth
values correspond to the most extreme trajectories. Therefore, if we wanted
to view the 5% most extreme functions, we could simply select the functions
with the 5% smallest elastic depth values. More generally, the 100 × p%
most outlying functions have depth values below the (1−p)th quantile of the
depth’s distribution. This type of thresholding is quite useful in exploratory
analysis for comparing, say, the 1%, 5%, and 10% most outlying shapes with
the 1%, 5%, and 10% most inlying shapes.
The limitation of thresholding is that it will always select p% of the data to
be outlying, so as an anomaly detector it is insufficient on its own. However,
it can be paired with the depth boxplots to produce a more robust depth box-
plot. Algorithm 2 extends algorithm 1 to include a thresholding parameter p
so that to be considered an outlier, a function must have a depth value below
the whisker c and below the (1− p)th quantile of the depth’s distribution.
The purpose of p is mainly to control the number of false positives when
detecting outliers. If p = 0.95, then at most 5% of the trajectories will be
considered outlying, no matter what the whisker value is. While the whisker
is generally sufficient for achieving good coverage of the depth distribution
and detecting anomalies, there are situations, such as low sampling frequency
(Section 3.10.5 of the online supplement), where the whisker can fall short
unless the multiplier k is set higher. In these situations, p will act to effec-
tively increase the k so that better coverage is achieved.
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Algorithm 2: Depth boxplots for finding amplitude outliers with
thresholding
Input : Functions f1,...,fn, multiplier k, and threshold p
Output: Outlier status of f1,...,fn given k and p
1 for i← 1 to n do
2 Compute amplitude depths DA(fi, P )
3 end
4 Compute IQR = max{DA(fi, P )} −median{DA(fi, P )}
5 Compute c = median{DA(fi, P )} − k × IQR.
6 Compute q = (1− p)th quantile of {DA(fi, P )}
7 for i← 1 to n do
8 if DA(fi) < min{c, q} then
9 fi is an outlier
10 else




A simulation study was conducted to comprehensively assess the performance
of the elastic depths and the depth boxplots. We compared our method
against nine other shape anomaly detectors: the Outliergram (OG) (Arribas-
Gil and Romo, 2014), Sequential Transformations (ST-T1, ST-T2, ST-D1)
(Dai et al., 2018), the Functional Outlier Map (FOM) (Rousseeuw et al.,
2018), Total Variation Depth (TVD) (Huang and Sun, 2016), the Magnitude-
Shape (MS) plot (Dai and Genton, 2018), the Robust Functional Tangential
Angle Pseudo-depth (rFUNTA) (Kuhnt and Rehage, 2016), Order Extended
Integrated Depth (FDJ and IDJ) (Nagy et al., 2017), Geometric boxplots
(GEOM) (Xie et al., 2017), and Directional Outlyingness (DIR) (Dai and
Genton, 2019). In the following sections comparisons to TVD, MS, DIR,
and GEOM are included while the rest are deferred to the appendix. These
four methods were consistently the strongest competitors across each of the
outlier models. We describe their implementation here briefly.
The TVD outliers were found using the detectOutlier function in the TVD
R package with an empFactor = 1.5. MS outliers were found by computing
the MO and VO quantities then using the cerioli2010.irmcd.test func-
tion in the CerioliOutlierDetection R package to compute the boundary
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with a coverage probability of 99.3%. DIR outliers were found using the
authors dir.out function with Mahalanobis distance and the default pa-
rameters fac = 0.154, and cutoff = 6.91. GEOM outliers were found using
the AmplitudeBoxplot function in the fdasrvf R package using k = 1. Im-
plementation details for the detectors that are deferred to the appendix have
likewise been deferred to the appendix (Section 3.10.4 of the online supple-
ment). Elastic depths (ED) outliers were identified using the depth boxplots
with k = 1.8. Boxplots were computed on both the amplitude and phase
depths separately. The results using amplitude depth are denoted as ED-A
and the results using phase depths are ED-P.
3.5.1 Simulation Design
We define seven different shape outlyingness scenarios to test the effectiveness
of the above shape outlier detectors. Each of these scenarios is represented by
one of the seven models detailed below. The first six correspond to amplitude
(shape) outliers while the seventh is for phase outliers.
1. Model 1 (Amplitude Increase): Main model: X(t) = sin(5πt)+4t+
e(t) + δ and Contamination model: X(t) = 4 sin(5πt) + 4t + e(t) + δ,
where t ∈ [0, 1], e(t) is a centered Gaussian process with covariance
function γ(x, x′) = exp{−(x − x′)2/0.5}, and δ ∼ N(0, 1) is a random
additive translation term. The purpose of δ is to shift each curve by
a random amount so as to mask shape outliers that could accidentally
be identified as magnitude outliers.
2. Model 2 (Amplitude Decrease): Main model: X(t) = sin(5πt) +
4t+e(t)+δ and Contamination model: X(t) = 1
6
sin(5πt)+4t+e(t)+δ,
where t ∈ [0, 1], and e(t) is the Gaussian process from Model 1.
3. Model 3 (Mixed Polynomials): Main model: X(t) = t3 − 2t2 +
0.5t+ e(t) and Contamination model: X(t) = 2t3 + t2 − 0.5t+ e(t).
4. Model 4 (Covariance change): Main model: X(t) = sin(5πt)+4t+
e1(t) + δ and Contamination model: X(t) = sin(5πt) + 4t + e2(t) + δ,
where t ∈ [0, 1] and e1(t) and e2(t) are centered Gaussian processes
with covariance functions γ(x, x′) = exp{−(x−x′)2/50} and γ(x, x′) =
exp{−(x− x′)2/2}, respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Main model (blue solid lines) v.s. Contamination model (red
lines) in each of the amplitude outlier models.
5. Model 5 (Frequency Increase): Main model: X(t) = sin(2πt)+4t+
e1(t) + δ and Contamination model: X(t) = sin(12πt) + 4t + e(t) + δ
where t ∈ [0, 1] and e(t) is the Gaussian process from Model 1.
6. Model 6 (Jump contamination): Main model: X(t) = sin(5πt) +
4t + e(t) + δ and Contamination model: X(t) = sin(5πt) − 21(t<T ) +
31(T≤t) + 4t + e(t) + δ, where t ∈ [0, 1] and T is distributed uniformly
on [0.4, 0.6].
7. Model 7 (Phase Contamination): Main model: X(t) = sin(5πt) +
4t + e(t) + δ and Contamination model: X(t) = sin(5πγ(t)) + 4γ(t) +
e(γ(t)) + δ, where t ∈ [0, 1] and γ is a random phase function from Γ.
The functions γ are generated from the first two Fourier basis functions
with random amplitudes distributed as N(0, σ) on the tangent space
to the unit Hilbert sphere. We use σ = 6 to impose a large amount of
phase variability on the contamination model (Figure 3.5).
Each of these models, except model 7, was then further contaminated with
two additional sources of noise: compositional (phase) noise and magnitude
outliers. Compositional noise was added by composing each trajectory with a
random phase function generated by the rgam function in the fdasrvf pack-
age with sigma = 0.1. Magnitude outliers were added by randomly shifting
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10% of the generated functions by ±10. Model 7 was only contaminated with
magnitude outliers because adding phase noise would destroy the difference
in phases that we are trying to detect. These two noise sources introduce
a level of realism to our simulations because nuisance phase and magnitude
outlyingness are often present when analyzing shapes. The base amplitude
outlier models without additional phase and magnitude noise are pictured in
Figure 3.3.
3.5.2 Contamination by Multiple Anomalies
We considered the case when 10% of the data is outlying in shape. We
compared the performance of the detection methods on the seven outlier
models using the F1 score (Chinchor, 1992) for outlier classification. The
F1 score is a comprehensive measure of classification accuracy that considers
both the precision (positive predictive value) and the recall (true positive
rate) of a detection method. A method that perfectly classifies all outliers
as outliers and all inliers as inliers will have an F1 score of 1. Methods that
do not perfectly classify will have F1 scores less than 1. The F1 score was
traditionally defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall, but it can
also be expressed in terms of the more familiar True Positive (TP), False
Negative (FN), and False Positives (FP) quantities:
F1 =
2TP
2TP + FN + FP
.
90 inlying trajectories and 10 outlying trajectories were sampled from the
main model and contamination model respectively. Compositional noise and
magnitude outliers were again added to each of the models, except for model
7 (Phase Contamination) where only magnitude outliers were added. Tra-
jectories were sampled on an equidistant 30 point grid over [0, 1] and 1000
simulations were performed for each of the six models. The results for the top
models are summarized in Figure 3.4. Full results for all considered models
are available in the appendix.
Figure 3.4 shows that, across the six amplitude outlier models, the elastic
depths maintained the highest average F1 score. The amplitude depth based
boxplots have an average F1 score of around 0.95 - 1.0, indicating that in
each scenario, regardless of outlier or inlier type, the amplitude depths can
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Figure 3.4: F1 score comparison of the top five models (ED-A, MS, DIR,
TVD, and GEOM) on each of the six amplitude outlier models.
achieve near-perfect detection. Consistently high performance of the elas-
tic depths is notable because existing methods, while strong in some cases,
suffer major losses of power in others. For instance, on some models, such
as model 3 (mixed polynomials) and model 4 (covariance change), the am-
plitude depth based boxplot was the only method able to detect the shape
outliers consistently. Even GEOM, which uses the elastic distances, was un-
able to consistently separate these outliers from the inliers. Together, the
results show that because the elastic depth based boxplots use the shape
distribution, albeit indirectly via data depth, they can consistently and skill-
fully detect a wide variety of shape outliers. They do not generally suffer a
loss of power due to compositional (phase) noise, translation noise, presence
of magnitude outliers, or even inlier and outlier type.
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Figure 3.5: Panel A: Example inlier trajectories (blue) v.s. a phase outlying
trajectory (red) Panel B: F1 score comparison of the top five models (ED-P,
MS, DIR, TVD, and GEOM) on the phase outlier model. ED-P and TVD
both have nearly perfect detection rates, with TVD slightly winning out in
this simulation.
Figure 3.5 shows that, across the top phase outlier detection models, ED-
P, the phase counterpart of ED-A, has near-perfect detection skill. The
TVD, however, maintains a slightly higher F1 score. Our conjecture is that
the data generation process may have incidentally induced non-phase based
differences into the phase outliers. TVD, MS, and DIR could potentially take
advantage of this non-phase information to improve their score, whereas ED-
P and GEOM could not because they only use phase information. See a
small simulation example in Section A.6 in the online supplement.
We also investigated the sensitivity of the boxplots to the parameter k via
a simulation study in Section 3.10.5 of the online supplement. Overall, we
found that the coverage of the boxplot on the inlying uncontaminated data is
insensitive to the value of k. Across each model, the coverage of the boxplots
steadily increases from about 95% at k = 1 to around 100% at k = 3. Some
models required higher values of k to achieve the desired 99% coverage, which
we found to be due to under sampling, i.e. sampling below the Nyquist rate,
of the observed trajectories. We recommend avoiding this potential issue by
ensuring adequate sampling of the trajectories when possible or using k ≈ 2
when this is not possible.
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Figure 3.6: Four most shape outlying hurricane trajectories from the
HURDAT2 data overlaid on the entire data set. The starting point for each
track is marked by a point and trajectories become progressively darker as
they develop.
3.6 Hurricane Trajectories
Our motivating example (Figure 3.1) comes from the National Hurricane
Center’s (NHC) Atlantic Hurricane Database (HURDAT2) (Landsea and
Franklin, 2013). The NHC assimilates all observations, real time and post-
storm, for each tropical cyclone to estimate and record its characteristics and
path across the Atlantic Ocean. The HURDAT2 database contains records
for 979 tropical cyclone paths of various lengths, shapes, sizes, orientations,
and placements. We only consider storms with at least 25 observations be-
cause only those paths had sufficient time to develop. The storms were then
further subset to include only those originating in the ocean and north of
South America.
The typical path of a hurricane is “U” shaped, starting in Africa then
cutting across the eastern United States and finally heading back east towards
Europe. Due to the vast distances hurricanes travel it would be inappropriate
to treat them as lying on a Euclidean plane. Instead, we consider them as
trajectories on the surface of a unit sphere S2. We used the elastic depth
boxplots with a depth threshold of 0.05 to limit the number of amplitude
outliers to fourteen; the top four of which are pictured in Figure 3.6.
Each of the top four outliers is markedly different from the standard “U”
shape. They exhibit an atypical spiraling behavior as they meander across
the Atlantic. The identification of shape outliers helps climate scientists
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further investigate what causes the trajectories to be anomalous. It can be
very important for improving the accuracy of hurricane prediction algorithms
if the dynamics which produce anomalies are well understood. Further data
examples on R and R2 valued trajectories can be found in section 3.10.7 of
the online supplement.
3.7 Discussion
In this paper, we proposed a new class of functional depths based on the
elastic distance metrics and showed how they may be used to detect shape
outliers. The theoretical properties of our new elastic depth were investi-
gated, and it was shown that they satisfy most key properties required of a
depth metric. These include translation, scale, rearrangement, phase invari-
ance (equivariance), maximality of the center, convex level sets and mono-
tonicity from the center. Rearrangement invariance and phase invariance
were particularly crucial for detecting shape anomalies because they allowed
the amplitude depth to measure centrality independent of phase.
We demonstrated the empirical performance of our method together with
nine competing methods using extensive simulation studies. It was shown
that our method attains the overall highest average F1 score across all models.
On each of the six amplitude models the amplitude depth based boxplots had
an average F1 score of around 0.95 - 1.0, indicating that in each scenario,
regardless of outlier or inlier type, the amplitude depths achieved near-perfect
detection on average. On some models, such as model 3 (mixed polynomials)
and model 4 (covariance change), the amplitude depth based boxplot was
the only method able to detect the shape outliers consistently. Together,
these results demonstrate the power of using the shape distribution, albeit
indirectly via data depth, to detect shape outliers.
The simulation results, of course, depend on the boxplot multiplier k. We
recommend setting k = 2 as the default value. We found through empirical
studies (See online supplement Section 3.10.5) that any k value between 1.5
and 2.25 provides nearly the same level of detection skill. The value k = 2
had the most favorable trade-off between false positives and false negatives
across all of the outlier models in the simulation. Larger values (up to around
2.5-2.8) are helpful when the sampling frequency of the trajectories is too low
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(See online supplement Section 3.10.5). If the sample size is large then the
depth quantiles, p, can also be used to help set a minimum value for k. That
is, choose k large enough to make the whisker value less than the (1− p)’th
quantile of the amplitude depth. This guarantees that the shapes of the inner
p× 100% of trajectories will be considered as inliers.
Finally, we showed how the elastic depths may be used to identify shape
outliers in functional data observed on the unit sphere S2. We used the
HURDAT2 hurricane track database and identified the four most shape out-
lying trajectories. We found that these trajectories’ paths were remarkably
different from the standard U-shaped paths that hurricanes normally follow.
Further applications in the online supplement 3.10.7 demonstrate the elastic
depths on R, R2 valued functional data. These data examples illustrated
the simplicity and consistency with which the elastic depths may be applied,
regardless of the underlying geometry of the space.
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Source code: Zip file “Source code” containing code to produce all figures
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R-package for Elastic Depth: R-package “elasticdepth” containing code
to compute the elastic depths and depth boxplots for R, R2, and S2




In this section, we will introduce the explicit definitions and mathematical
motivation for the amplitude distances mentioned in Section 2.2. Later parts
of this section rely on concepts from topology and differential geometry such
as tangent spaces and parallel transport. A thorough review of these top-
ics, as applied to the problem of shape analysis, can be found in Chapter
3 of Srivastava and Klassen (2016). Here we will only provide conceptual
introductions as they are needed to define amplitude metrics.
Phase Space
To define the concept of amplitude we first need to define the concept of
phase, because amplitude is the properties of a function that are independent
of phase. The phase space of the unit interval [0, 1] is defined as
Γ = {γ : [0, 1] 7→ [0, 1] | γ(0) = 0, γ(1) = 1, γ is diffeomorphic}.
This diffeomorphic constraint gives rise to the notion of elasticity because the
elements of Γ, i.e. phase functions, can only smoothly stretch and contract
portions of the unit interval so that it maps back to itself. Phase is generally
thought of as the representation of a trajectory because any trajectory with
domain [0, 1] can be warped by a phase function to appear differently. The
amplitude will be taken to be those features of a trajectory that remain
unchanged under any possible warping. In the following sections, we will
consider functions with domains on [0, 1] which take values in R2 and the
unit sphere S2 and develop proper distance metrics on their amplitudes.
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Amplitude distance for Rn valued functions
Let FRn = {f : [0, 1] 7→ Rn, f differentiable} be the class of differentiable
trajectories on [0, 1] mapping to Rn with n ≥ 2. In higher dimensional
Euclidean space (n ≥ 2), the scale, rotation, and phase of a trajectory have
to be accounted for in order to isolate its shape. Scale variability is removed
by standardizing each trajectory to have length one, that is each trajectory
is divided by the L2 norm of its gradient:
f(t) 7→ f(t)/||f ′|| ∀t ∈ [0, 1],
where ||f ′|| =
√∫ 1
0
f ′(t)2dt. This operation can intuitively be thought of
as standardizing the “zoom level” or “magnification” of each trajectory. In
Section 2.3, the R valued trajectories were not length standardized because,
on R, scale and amplitude are essentially the same after trajectories are
aligned.
Accounting for rotation variability requires introducing the space of ro-
tation matrices, the Special Orthogonal Group SO(n), and another level of
optimization. The space SO(n) is defined as the group of orthogonal ma-
trices with determinant one. For trajectories in R2, we use SO(2) to define
rotations around a point, in R3 the group SO(3) defines rotations around a
line, etc. The action of SO(n) on a trajectory f is denoted as O(f) and is
defined pointwise as
O(f) = {Of(t) : ∀t ∈ [0, 1]},
where Of(t) represents standard matrix multiplication of the n × n matrix
O and the n× 1 vector f(t). See Vladimir (1994) for more details on the Or-
thogonal groups and their properties. Finding the optimal rotation matrix in
SO(n) is done alongside finding the optimal phase function when computing
the amplitude distance.
To represent phase variability in Rn valued function we can again use
elements of the space Γ. This is because Γ is only defined with respect to the
domain [0, 1] and not the range. As in the real valued function case, we want
a distance that is invariant to simultaneous reparameterizations so we use the
Square Root Velocity Function (SRVF), which was introduced in Srivastava
et al. (2011) as the following transformation on trajectories f ∈ F nR:
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Definition 3.3. Let f be a differentiable trajectory in F nR, the Square Root





where |f ′(t)| is the absolute value of f ′ at t.
This definition is effectively the multivariate generalization of Definition
2.1. The only difference is that, due to the length restriction on f , this
transformation maps trajectories onto the L2 ball of radius one instead of
L2 space itself (Srivastava and Klassen, 2016). Without this restriction the
SRVF would map to L2 and be an exact generalization of the SRSF.
This definition is nearly identical to that of 2.1, except that the trajectory
f takes values in Rn. Due to the length constraint on f , this transformation
maps the length constrained functions onto the L2 ball of radius one, instead
of L2 space itself (Srivastava and Klassen, 2016). This means the norm on
the SRVFS is instead the arc length distance on L2 spheres which is defined
as
d(qf , qg) = arccos
∫ 1
0
〈qf (t), qg(t)〉dt, (3.6)
where qf = SRV F (f) and qg = SRV F (g) for two trajectories f, g ∈ FRn and
〈qf (t), qg(t)〉 denotes the inner product of the vectors qf (t), qg(t). To convert
this into an amplitude distance we need to place f and g in phase and rotation
with each other. This optimization is summarized as the following amplitude
distance on Rn valued trajectories (Srivastava et al., 2011):
Definition 3.4. Let f and g be two trajectories in FRn, then the amplitude
distance between f and g is






where qf and qO(g◦γ) denote the SRVF’s of f and O(g ◦ γ) respectively.
Amplitude distance for S2 valued functions
Let FR2 = {f : [0, 1] 7→ S2, f differentiable}. For differentiable functions
constrained to live on a sphere, rotation about a point and scaling are not
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possible. However, the direct comparison of function gradients (SRSVs) is
also not possible without additional steps (Srivastava and Klassen, 2016).
The gradient of a function at a particular point lives in a vector space per-
pendicular to S2 known as the tangent space. The tangent space represents
all possible “directions” in which a trajectory can pass through a given point,
and can be viewed as a flat plane touching S2 only at that point.
On a nonlinear manifold, such as S2 the tangent space changes depending
on which point on the manifold it touches. This means the distance between
gradients (SRVFs) is not well defined because they don’t live in the same
space. To remedy this issue Su et al. (2014) introduced the Transported
Square Root Velocity Function (TSRVF), which uses the idea of parallel
transport from differential geometry to make the tangent spaces of two tra-
jectories on S2 comparable. Roughly speaking, parallel transport describes
how to transform the tangent space of one location into the tangent space of
another location, provided the two locations can be connected by a smooth
path (Kobayashi and Nomizu, 1996). On the unit sphere S2 parallel trans-
port is a straightforward analytic calculation (Srivastava and Klassen, 2016).
Definition 3.5. Let f be a differentiable trajectory in FS2 and let c ∈ S2.
Then ∀t ∈ [0, 1] the parallel transport of f ′(t) to the tangent space of the
point c, along the shortest available path, is defined as
f ′(t)f(t)7→c = f
′(t)− 2〈f ′(t), c〉 f(t) + c
||f(t) + c||2
.
This definition means that f ′(t), which is tangent to f(t), can be converted
into tangent vector at any point c on the sphere. More importantly this means
that the entire gradients of two trajectories f, g can both be moved into the
tangent space of a single point. Once both trajectories completely share a
common tangent space, the amplitude distance between f, g is computable.
This leads to the notion of the TSRVF in (Su et al., 2014):
Definition 3.6. Let f be a differentiable trajectory in FM for some Rieman-
nian manifold M with norm || · ||. The Transported Square Root Vector Field






Where f ′(t)f(t)7→c represents the parallel transport of the tangent vector f
′(t)
from f(t) to c.
To define an amplitude distance, a common point c ∈ S2 must be chosen to
transport each function to. As Su et al. (2014) showed, the choice of c only
minorly impacts the computed distances and does so in a consistent way.
We also have to account for phase variability as we did for R and Rn valued
trajectories. This leads to the following definition of amplitude distance for
trajectories on S2 (Su et al., 2014):
Definition 3.7. Let f and g be two trajectories in FS2, then the amplitude
distance between f and g is
da(f, g) = inf
γ∈Γ
||hf − hg◦γ||2, ,
where hf and hg◦γ denote the TSRVF’s of f and g ◦ γ respectively to some
common point c ∈ S2.
Phase distance
The phase distance is the same for each of the three manifolds and is, in fact,
the same for all univariate functions mapping to any Riemannian manifold.
This is because the phase space Γ is not defined with respect to the range of
the functions, M , but only to the domain [0, 1]. To define phase distance we
use the optimal γ that defines the amplitude distance. The phase space Γ is
a nonlinear manifold with no known geometry so we use the SRSF to map







dt = 1, so the SRSF maps Γ onto the positive orthant of
a unit Hilbert Sphere. Thus the phase distance is defined as












γ′(t)〉 is the inner




γ′(t) (Srivastava and Klassen,
2016). The metric dp(f1, f2) is essentially measuring the amount of elastic
deformation needed to compare the amplitudes of f1 and f2.
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3.10.2 Proofs
Proof of Proposition 3.1 (Phase Invariance)
Proof. Let f ∈ FM and let γ ∈ Γ. Then
Da(f ◦ γ, P ) = (1 +O(f ◦ γ, P ))−1
= median{da(f ◦ γ,X) : X ∈ FM}
= median{da(f,X) : X ∈ FM}
= (1 +O(f, P ))−1
= Da(f, P )
by phase invariance of the amplitude distances (Kurtek et al., 2011).
Proof of Proposition 3.2 (Maximality of the Center)
Proof. The Fréchet median m of the amplitudes is defined as the trajec-
tory which minimizes the median amplitude distance between itself and all
other trajectories in FM (Srivastava and Klassen, 2016). That is, m =
arg minf∈FM median{da(f,X) : X ∈ FM}. Therefore if s = arg maxf∈FM Da(f, P )
then:








median{da(f,X) : X ∈ FM}
= m.
Thus the maximizer of the amplitude depth is the Fréchet median of the
amplitudes.
Proof of Proposition 3.3 (Convex Level Sets)
Proof. Let f1 and f2 be in FM with amplitudes [q1] and [q2] in Da,α(P ). Let
f ∈ FM such that the amplitude of f is [q] = λ[q1] + (1 − λ)[q2] for some
λ ∈ [0, 1]. The amplitude distance between f and a random X ∼ P in FM
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with amplitude [qX ] can be upper bounded as follows
da(f,X) = da(λ[q1] + (1− λ)[q2], [qx])
≤ λda([q1], [qX ]) + (1− λ)da([q2], [qX ])
= λda(f1, X) + (1− λ)da(f2, X),
by the convexity of the amplitude distance. Since this is a convex combina-
tion of positive real numbers, d(·, ·), we have that
median(da(f,X)) ≤ median(λda(f1, X) + (1− λ)da(f2, X))
≤ max{median(da(f1, X)),median(da(f2, X))}.
Since Da(f1, P ) ≥ α and Da(f2, P ) ≥ α, by virtue of [q1] and [q2] in Da,α(P ),
we see that the outlyingness functions are equivalently bounded, i.e.
Oa(f1, P ) = median(da(f1, X)) ≤
1− α
α




Consequently the outlyingness function O(f, P ) is also bounded




hence Da(f, P ) ≥ α and so [q] is in Da,α(P ). Thus the level sets induced on
the amplitudes are convex. A similar proof shows that phase level sets are
convex as well because the phase distance is convex.
Proof of Proposition 3.4 (Uniform Consistency)
Proof. Define the ε-bracket [l, u] as the set of all functions f ∈ FM such
that l < f < u and |Oa(u, P ) − Oa(l, P )| ≤ ε. Because FM is a set of
differentiable functions, only a finite number of ε-brackets are needed to
cover FM . Therefore for any f ∈ FM there exists bracket [ui, li] such that
Oa,n(f, P )−Oa(f, P ) = (Oa,n(f, P )−Oa(ui, P )) + (Oa(ui, P )−Oa(f, P ))





{Oa,n(f, P )−Oa(f, P )} ≤ max
i
(Oa,n(ui, P )−Oa(ui, P )) + ε.
By the strong law for sample quantiles On(f,P)
a.s.−−→ Oa(f,P) for any fixed
f ∈ FM so the right hand side goes to ε almost surely. Therefore if we take an
ε sequence converging to 0 we get supf{Oa,n(f, P )−Oa(f, P )}
a.s.−−→ 0. Since




|Da,n(f, Pn)−Da(f, P )|
a.s.−−→ 0.
Similarly for the phase depth Dp(·, P ),
sup
f∈F
|Dp,n(f, Pn)−Dp(f, P )|
a.s.−−→ 0.
3.10.3 Contamination by a Single Anomaly
We first considered the case when a single outlier is present in the data. We
compared each method on their ability to rank the outlier as the most out-
lying function. For each of the six outlier models, we sampled 99 functions
from the main model and 1 function from the contamination model, with
compositional noise and magnitude outliers added to both. Each trajectory
was sampled on the same equidistant 30 point grid over [0, 1]. 1000 simula-
tions were used for each outlier model to estimate the average ranks in Table
3.1.
The results are sorted so that the methods with the lowest average ranking
(ED-A) across all models are listed first and those with the highest are last.
On each of the seven outlier models, except for model 7, ED-A had average
rankings very near 1.000. This means that in most scenarios the amplitude
depths correctly rank the outlier as the most outlying function. Other meth-
ods such as TVD and ST-T1 succeed on models 1, 5, and 6 where they
almost always correctly rank the outlier but fail on models 2 and 4 where
their average ranks are far from 1.000.
The results on models 2 and 4 demonstrate an important feature of the
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Method Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7
1 ED-A 1.000 1.002 1.002 1.016 1.000 1.001 8.808
2 ED-P 62.832 1.027 1.449 2.012 2.831 11.151 2.689
3 TVD 1.000 26.341 4.453 6.228 1.000 1.226 2.355
4 DIR 1.024 40.764 4.678 33.504 4.380 1.011 10.082
5 MS 1.000 44.306 2.732 36.242 2.370 1.000 9.412
6 GEOM 1.000 99.995 93.343 30.776 1.002 7.590 92.303
Table 3.1: Average rank of the single outlier by detection method and
outlier model. Lower ranks (closer to 1) indicate the detection method
ranked the outlier as more outlying. Bold font indicates the top results in
each outlier model.
elastic depths, which is not shared by other methods. Because the elastic
depths are based on proper distance metrics in the amplitude and phase
spaces, they can detect trajectories that lack amplitude and phase character-
istics present in the rest of the data. Having either too low of an amplitude
(phase) or too high of an amplitude (phase) is both indicative of shape outly-
ingness. Prior methods have primarily focused on trajectories with too high
of an amplitude and thus struggle to adequately handle models 2 and 4.
3.10.4 Full Simulations
We now describe the full simulation setup used to compare the Elastic Depths.
Total Variation Depth (TVD), the magnitude-shape plot (MS), the direc-
tional outlyingness measure (DIR), and the Geometric boxplots (GEOM)
were implemented as described in Section 5.1. The three sequential transfor-
mations (ST-T1, ST-T2, and ST-D1) were implemented by hand and outliers
were identified using functional boxplot function fbplot in the fda package
with functional directional quantiles as the underlying depth measure. The
functional outlier map (FOM) was created using the fom function from the
mrfDepth package using default values and the functional directional quan-
tiles as the underlying depth measure. The Robust Functional Tangential
Angle Psuedo-depth (rFUNTA) was computed using the author’s bootstrap-
ping procedure with probs = 0.01. The order extended Integrated and Infi-
mal depths (FDJ and IDJ respectively) were computed using the depthf.fd1
function with Half-Space (Tukey) depth from the ddalpha R package. Out-
liers were found using the authors described procedure with order = 2 and
a 1.5 IQR multiplier.
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Method Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7
1 ED-A 1.000 1.002 1.002 1.016 1.000 1.001 8.808
2 ST-T1 1.000 20.125 1.226 15.361 1.058 1.000 1.979
3 TVD 1.000 26.341 4.453 6.228 1.000 1.226 2.355
4 ST-T2 1.285 13.582 1.096 15.700 1.712 10.909 1.591
5 rFUNTA 1.430 23.192 9.278 7.564 1.000 2.044 1.802
6 FOM 1.976 20.389 3.577 16.464 2.035 7.014 3.014
7 ED-P 62.832 1.027 1.449 2.012 2.831 11.151 2.689
8 DIR 1.024 40.764 4.678 33.504 4.380 1.011 10.082
9 MS 1.000 44.306 2.732 36.242 2.370 1.000 9.412
10 OG 9.887 35.803 13.180 29.691 12.083 10.004 17.344
11 FDJ 9.576 40.953 15.899 38.746 14.959 11.190 12.002
12 IDJ 33.140 40.763 41.528 38.871 40.575 38.972 42.730
13 GEOM 1.000 99.995 93.343 30.776 1.002 7.590 92.303
14 ST-D1 51.031 50.828 51.286 51.779 52.746 52.656 53.573
Table 3.2: Average rank of the single outlier by detection method and
outlier model. Lower ranks (closer to 1) indicate the detection method
ranked the outlier as more outlying. Bold font indicates the top results in
each outlier model.
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Figure 3.7: F1 score comparison of all amplitude outlier model. ED-A, the
boxplot based on amplitude depth, is the consistently highest performing
method across each of the six amplitude outlier models.
Figure 3.8: F1 score comparison of all models. ED-A, the boxplot based on
amplitude depth, is still the consistently highest performing method across
each of the seven outlier models.
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3.10.5 Parameter sensitivity analysis
The boxplot methodology proposed in Section 4.1 requires pre-specifying
a multiplier K on the IQR to determine the outlier cutoff value. In the
traditional univariate case, this multiplier is set 1.5 because, for Gaussian
data, 1.5 times the IQR yields in interval covering approximately 99.3% of the
data. Theoretical justification of a similar multiplier is much more difficult
in the functional data case, so in this section we numerically investigate the
robustness of our outlier detection method to different multipliers.
We first looked at the true positive rate of the elastic depths as a function
of k. We have seen that any k value less than around 2.25 (rightmost vertical
black line) will have a nearly 100% true positive rate. This is because the
outliers will generally receive much lower depth values than the inliers, thus
the only scenario in which the outliers are misclassified as inliers is when k
is large so that the whisker surpasses the outliers.
Figure 3.9: True Positive Rate (TPR) of the Amplitude depths on all
amplitude models for boxplot multipliers k = 1 to 3. Blue lines are the
estimated mean and grey regions show the 95% confidence interval. Vertical
black bars indicate the upper and lower bounds of the suggested cutoff
regions (1.5 to 2.25).
We also looked at how the coverage of our boxplots changed as a function
of k (Figure 3.9). We ran the simulations again for the 6 amplitude models
in the paper, except this time we allowed the boxplot multiplier k to vary
from 1 to 3. We measured the whisker’s coverage using the True Negative
Rate (TNR), which is the percentage of inliers classified as inliers.
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Overall, we found the coverage (TNR) of the whisker to be fairly insensitive
to the value of k. Across each model, the TNR steadily rises from about TNR
= 0.95 (slight under coverage) at k = 1 until it asymptotes to TNR = 1 as
k approaches 3.
Figure 3.10: True Negative Rate (TNR) of the Amplitude depths on all
amplitude models for boxplot multipliers k = 1 to 3. Blue lines are the
estimated mean and grey regions show the 95% confidence interval. Vertical
black bars indicate the upper and lower bounds of the suggested cutoff
regions (1.5 to 2). The red horizontal line indicates the desired TNR of
99.3%. Proper coverage is achieved at the value of k where the blue and red
line cross.
Models 1, 2, and 6 required larger values of k, than models 3, 4, and 5 to
achieve the desired coverage of 99.3%. However, we found this mostly had
to do with the sampling rate of the observed trajectories. Essentially the
trajectories in Models 1, 2, and 6 were undersampled relative to their fre-
quency content (complexity) which caused the depth distribution to become
left skewed and the boxplot to undercover the distribution.
When trajectories are sampled below their Nyquist rate, for example, twice
the maximum frequency component present in the trajectory, they are con-
sidered under-sampled and aliasing occurs. This leads to poor alignment,
which has the net effect of skewing the amplitude depth distribution due
to underestimating many of the shape distances. In such a case, as long as
the sampling rate is increased, then the amplitude depth distribution will
become more symmetric and a lower value of k can be used to achieve 99.3%
coverage. We demonstrate this in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Top Left: 10 functions with 21 frequency components,
sampled at 20 points along [0, 1] Top Right: The same functions sampled
at 80 points along [0, 1]. Bottom: Distribution of the elastic depths at
both sampling frequencies. Higher sampling frequency results in a more
symmetric distribution which means a smaller k is sufficient to achieve
99.3% coverage.
3.10.6 Additional phase simulations
In Section 5.2 we noted that our phase simulations did not optimally repre-
sent pure phase differences. In fact, the phase outliers were more outlying in
amplitude space than in phase space. To study pure phase differences better,
we compared our method ED-P against TVD on a simple sin waves vs cosine
waves example.
We generated inliers from a GP with a sin(2πt), t ∈ [0, 1] mean function
and outliers from a GP with a cos(2πt) mean function. We used the expo-
nential covariance function with r = 0.5 for the GPs covariance functions.
100 replications were performed to generate panel B of Figure 3.12. TVD’s
detection skill deteriorated significantly from the results in the manuscript,
while ED-P did not.
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Figure 3.12: Panel A: sin waves (blue – inliers) v.s. cosine waves (red –
outliers). Panel B: F1 score boxplots for ED-P and TVD when either
method is used to detect the outliers.
This result demonstrates the TVD was relying on non-phase differences to
help differentiate phase outliers. Because, if TVD was not using non-phase
information, then the loss of non-phase information would not have impacted
its F1 scores.
3.10.7 Examples
To demonstrate the real-world performance of elastic depth we applied it
to three different data sets, one for each manifold. The first data set is a
collection of U.S. Treasury yield curves (R), the second is a sample from the
MPEG-7 image data set (R2), and the last is hurricane trajectories across
the Atlantic Ocean (S2). We show that the elastic depths can be applied
consistently across each of the three manifolds and analyzed using the same
boxplot methodology.
3.10.8 U.S Daily Treasury Yield Curve Rates (R)
We first consider the daily U.S. Treasury yield curves from January 2017
to April 2019 (United States Department of the Treasury, 2019). The daily
yield curve is a plot of bond terms, or time to maturity, against the associated
interest rate on a given day. The shape of the yield curve has long been
taken as an indicator of economic activity. Ordinarily, the yield curve is
monotonically increasing as a function of time to maturity. However, in the
months preceding recessions, the yield curve often becomes “flattened” and
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Figure 3.13: Left: Shape (amplitude) outlying daily U.S. Treasury yield
curves (dashed lines) against all daily yield curves from Jan. 2017 to Apr.
2019. Right: Amplitude depths for each curve plotted over time. The bulk
of the outlying curves ( triangles), i.e. “flat” curves occur during the end of
the observation period.
then “inverted” meaning that bonds with shorter maturity dates start to
command higher interest rates than bonds with longer maturity dates.
We collected yield curve data for each day between January 1st, 2017 to
April 2019 with terms spanning from 1 month to 30 years. Though the yield
curve is only supported on a finite set of points, we treat it as though it were
a continuous trajectory supported on a compact subset of R. This assump-
tion is not altogether unreasonable given the relatively smooth relationship
between time to maturity and interest rate. We then applied the elastic
depth based boxplots with no thresholding to perform outlier detection, see
Figure 3.13.
There are two sets of outliers identified in Figure 3.13. The first is the
yield curve on 09/05/17 where the 1 Month interest rate spiked over the 3
Month interest rate. Though the spike was enough to force that day’s yield
curve to become outlying, the overall shape of the curve is still monotonic,
so this type of outlier is unlikely to be of practical interest. The second
set of outliers is the group of 26 yield curves, also highlighted in red, that
corresponds to the end of the observation period. Though these curves are
not complete inversions they are considered “flat” since the 3 Month and 30
Year interest rates are similar. Because these flat curves follow a period of
regular yield curve behavior they may be taken as a sign of an oncoming
yield curve inversion and potentially an economic recession.
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Figure 3.14: Left: 16 shape classes from MPEG-7 along with their
amplitude outliers (dashed lines). Right: Most central function in each
shape class (solid line) overlaid with the most outlying function (dashed
line) for each of the 16 classes.
3.10.9 MPEG-7 Shape Data (R2)
Our next data example comes from the MPEG-7 shape data set (Manjunath
et al., 2002). This data set consists of 1300 trajectories in R2, corresponding
to 65 shape classes with 20 observations each. Each trajectory is an outline
of some object such as an apple, turtle, or a butterfly sampled from frames
in a video. Objects may be rotated, distorted, or magnified with respect to
other objects of the same class.
To illustrate our method, we selected 16 shape classes from the available
65. We used a depth threshold of 0.05 so that at most one outlier would
be detected within each shape class. The identified amplitude outliers are
displayed in red against the inlying shapes in blue on the left hand side of
Figure 3.14. We can see that, depending on the class, elastic depth can
identify anomalous trajectories with both too high and too low amplitudes
with respect to the rest of the set. For instance, the outlying jellyfish in the
second column of row four has its tentacles spreading out from all sides of
its body, whereas the inlying jellyfish all have their tentacles on the right.
On the other hand, the star in the fourth column of row two lacks the larger
rounded features of the inlying set which is why it too was identified as
outlying.
In some of the classes, such as the bone or the pentagon, it is not visually
obvious why the identified outliers are outlying in shape. To understand
why these trajectories may be shaped differently than the rest, we plotted
the most outlying trajectory (red) against the most central trajectory (blue)
for each class in the right hand side of Figure 3.14. This contrast makes clear
that the bone outlier lacks a protrusion on the top and the pentagon outlier
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lacks spokes, features which would make them far in amplitude from other
trajectories in their class. In other classes, such as the butterfly, there is no
single feature that distinguishes the outliers so its outlyingness results from




DETECTION FOR FUNCTIONAL DATA
SEQUENCES
4.1 Introduction
The statistical analysis of functional time series has become increasingly im-
portant to many scientific fields including Climatology (Shang and Hynd-
man, 2011), Finance (Kokoszka and Zhang, 2012), Geophysics (Hörmann
and Kokoszka, 2012), Demography (Hyndman and Booth, 2008), and Man-
ufacturing (Woodall, 2007). A functional time series is a sequence of infinite
dimensional objects, such as curves and surfaces, observed over time. Func-
tional time series are analogous to univariate or multivariate time series,
except that we observe a continuous function at each point in time. Just
as in univariate and multivariate time series, a functional time series can
experience abrupt changes in its generating process. These abrupt changes,
or changepoints, can complicate statistical analysis by invalidating station-
arity assumptions. They can also be interesting in their own right because
they reveal unexpected heterogeneous patterns. Identifying changepoints in
functional time series has become an important issue of increasing interest
due to the surge in available functional data.
Within the Functional Data Analysis (FDA) literature, changepoint de-
tection has largely focused on the At Most One Change (AMOC) problem.
In Berkes et al. (2009) a Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) test was proposed for
independent functional data, which was further studied in Aue et al. (2009),
where its asymptotic properties were developed. This test was then ex-
tended to weakly dependent functional data by Hörmann et al. (2010) and
epidemic changes by Aston and Kirch (2012). Zhang et al. (2011) introduced
a test for changes in the mean of weakly dependent functional data using
self-normalization to alleviate the use of asymptotic control. Later, Sharipov
et al. (2016) similarly developed a sequential block bootstrap procedure for
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these methods. More recently, Gromenko et al. (2017) considered changes in
spatially correlated functional data, and Aue et al. (2018) proposed a fully
functional method for finding a change in the mean without losing informa-
tion due to dimension reduction.
Detecting multiple changepoints in a functional time series has received
relatively scant attention compared to the AMOC problem. Recently, Li and
Ghosal (2018) proposed a Bayesian method for identifying multiple change-
points in the mean by transforming the functional data into wavelets and
identifying changes in the wavelet coefficient processes. In Chiou et al.
(2019), a dynamic segmentation method for finding multiple changepoints
in the mean was proposed, which used dynamic programming and backward
elimination to find an optimal set of changepoints. Alternatively, multiple
changepoints can also be identified by augmenting AMOC methods with a re-
cursive binary segmentation algorithm to partition the functional time series
(Berkes et al., 2009; Aue et al., 2018). The consistency of binary segmen-
tation approaches was recently shown in Rice and Zhang (2019). Despite
these advances, there are several outstanding issues with these approaches
that we hope to address. Namely, sub-optimal computational scalability, in-
sufficient power to detect covariance and shape based alternatives, and a lack
of robustness.
The computational complexity of functional multiple changepoints detec-
tion methods has been an obstacle for their wide application to large func-
tional time series. Bayesian methods that rely on Markov Chain Monte
Carlo sampling are intrinsically burdensome because they typically require
an enormous number of samples to reach convergence. Ordinary dynamic
programming and binary segmentation algorithms scale quadratically and
log-linearly, respectively, with the data’s sample size. As larger and larger
functional time series data sets are curated, methods that scale linearly with
sample size are called for to meet the computational demand. In the univari-
ate and multivariate changepoint detection literature, optimal linear-time
methods for multiple changepoint detection have already emerged. These in-
clude the Pruned Exact Linear Time (PELT) algorithm (Killick et al., 2012),
the Functional Pruning Optimal Partitioning (FPOP) algorithm (Maidstone
et al., 2017), and the robust Functional Pruning Optimal Partitioning (r-
FPOP) (Fearnhead and Rigaill, 2019).
Another limitation of the existing functional changepoint detection meth-
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ods is that most methods can only detect changes in the functional process’s
mean. While mean changes are the most conspicuous, covariance changes
are equally important and can also occur. The need for detecting covari-
ance changes has already been noticed and tackled in the univariate time
series literature, where methods targeting both mean and variance changes,
such as PELT and FPOP, have been developed. However, methods that tar-
get both mean and covariance changes in a functional process are still not
available. This motivates us to develop a functional changepoint approach
that can take covariance into account. Lastly, many previous methods were
developed under the assumption that the data follows a Gaussian process.
Their performance on non-Gaussian, skewed, or heavy tailed data, which
may be encountered in practice, is not well studied and could potentially be
suboptimal.
One such data source are remote sounding instruments, such as Atmo-
spheric Emitted Radiance Interferometers (AERI), which are currently pro-
viding a wealth of functional time series data (see Figure 4.1) while also
posing many challenges to existing changepoint detectors (Kulla and Ritter,
2019; Sakai et al., 2019). For instance, the AERI data in Figure 4.1 exhibit
heavy tails and positive kurtosis due to being a ratio of densities. AERIs
also continuously monitor the atmosphere, which leads to long sequences of
functional data, often on the order of hundreds of thousands of functions.
Estimating changepoints in the AERI data is a daunting task for existing
detectors due to their non-Gaussianity and immense sample sizes. However,
identifying changepoints is crucial for detecting atmospheric events such as
air parcel mixing, rapid fluxes in aerosols, and evaporation or precipitation
events. Therefore, it is necessary to develop changepoint detection meth-
ods that are robust to violations of normality and that scale to hundreds of
thousands of observations.
To meet this demand, we propose the Multiple Changepoint Isolation
(MCI) method to robustly detect multiple changepoints in a functional time
series’s mean and covariance function. Our method first uses a pair of pro-
jections to minimally represent the variability “between” and “within” in-
dividual functions. We then detect changepoints in each projection using a
hybrid fused lasso procedure based on CUSUM statistics (Page, 1954). This
approach combines robust segmentation through the fused lasso with opti-
mal detection through the CUSUM to achieve very low error rates compared
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Figure 4.1: AERI water vapor mixing ratio profiles from August 9th to
September 6th 2008. The x-axis is time, the y-axis is altitude, and the color
values indicate the density of water vapor at each altitude and time. Each
vertical bar is an entire function.
with existing methods (Sections 4.4 and online supplement Section B).
Our method remedies three outstanding issues in the functional change-
point detection literature by (1) having linear time computational complexity,
(2) taking broader types of changepoints into account, and (3) being robust
to asymmetry and heavier than Gaussian tails. We show in Section 4.4 and
Section B in the online supplement that our method is consistently accurate
and powerful under an array of settings and that our new detection proce-
dure is more efficient for our projections than existing univariate changepoint
detectors. Furthermore, our method improves over existing fused lasso based
approaches by allowing our “post-selection” procedure to select changepoints
outside of the fused lasso solution.
4.2 Review of CUSUM Statistics
We first introduce our model for a functional time series with changepoints
in its mean and covariance parameters and then review the CUSUM statistic
for optimal changepoint detection in univariate time series (Page, 1954).
4.2.1 Model for Functional Data with changepoints
Let {ft, t ∈ 1, ..., n} be a sequence of continuous functions in L2([0, 1]),





|ft(s)|2ds < ∞. The interval [0, 1] is assumed to be the
domain without loss of generality, and we further assume that each func-
tion ft ∈ {ft, t ∈ 1, ..., n} is observed on the same finite grid of points
0 < s1 < ... < sm < 1.
Suppose that the observations f1, ..., fn are distributed according to
ft ∼ F (µt,Σt), (4.1)
where F (µt,Σt) refers to a functional process with mean function µt and
covariance function Σt. We assume that F (·) is piecewise weakly stationary,
that is µt+1 = µt and Σt+1 = Σt for all t ∈ 1, ..., n except when t is a
changepoint. To allow for changepoints, we assume there are M1 < n and
M2 < n time points where µt+1 6= µt and Σt+1 6= Σt respectively. M1 and
M2 are both assumed to be unknown non-negative integers.
Let τµj with j = 1, ...,M1 and τ
Σ
k with k = 1, ...,M2 denote the times where
µt and Σt “break” or “change”, i.e., where µτµj +1 6= µtµj and ΣτΣk +1 6= ΣτΣk .
For simplicity and ease of notation, we union the two sets of changepoints
into a combined sequence τ1, ..., τM , where max(M1,M2) ≤ M < n. The
goal of our method is to estimate all changepoint locations τ1, ..., τM from
the sequence {ft, t ∈ 1, ..., n}.
4.2.2 CUSUM statistic
The CUSUM statistic is a powerful and classical statistic for detecting a single
change in the mean of a univariate time series. (Page, 1954; MacEachern
et al., 2007). Let Y = {yt, t ∈ 1, . . . , n} generically denote a univariate
sequence. We can use the CUSUM statistic to test for a single change in the
mean of the univariate sequence. That is, we can test the hypothesis that
H0 : E(y1) = · · · = E(yn),
HA : E(y1) = . . . E(yk) 6= E(yk+1) = · · · = E(yn),




(yt − ȳn), r ∈ [0, 1],
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where ȳn = n
−1∑n
t=1 yt. The CUSUM statistic is defined as the supremum




where σ̂2n is a consistent estimator of the long run variance σ
2 = limn→∞ nvar(X̄n).
We approximate σ̂2n with Var(Y − θ̂), where θ̂ a non-parametric estimate of





where B(·) is a Brownian motion so B(r) − rB(1) is a Brownian bridge on
[0, 1]. Critical values for supr∈[0,1] |B(r)− rB(1)| can be computed using the
well known Kolmogorov Distribution (Shao and Zhang, 2010):




If the test rejects H0, then the estimated changepoint location is
k̂ = n arg sup
r∈[0,1]
|Tn(bnrc)|. (4.4)
The CUSUM estimator (4.4) is highly powerful, in fact uniformly most
powerful, for detecting a single change in the mean of a univariate time
series. However, in our formulation, we need to detect multiple changes in
the mean and covariance of functional data.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, existing strategies for multiple changepoint
detection include dynamic segmentation and binary segmentation to aug-
ment CUSUM. However, these strategies may not be robust to heavy tailed
or asymmetric data, such as our data (Figure 4.1). Another avenue for
multiple changepoint detection, not relying on CUSUM, are the fused lasso
(Tibshirani et al., 2011) based strategies (Rojas and Wahlberg, 2014; Chan
et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2016; Hyun et al., 2016). These methods use the
breaks or jumps in a fused lasso estimate to detect multiple changepoints.
The fused lasso is more robust to heavy tails and anomalies, but its power
is suboptimal compared with CUSUM, and it typically overestimates the
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number of changepoints (Chan et al., 2014; Fryzlewicz et al., 2014).
In Section 4.3 we will introduce a new strategy for multiple changepoint
that combines the strengths of the CUSUM and fused lasso into a single pro-
cedure for detecting changes mean and covariance of functional time series.
4.3 Multiple Changepoint Isolation
Given a functional sequence {ft, t ∈ 1, ..., n}, we propose the Multiple Change-
point Isolation (MCI) method to identify all changepoints τ1, ..., τM in model
4.1. Our procedure consists of two major steps.
1. Project the functional data onto the real line to reduce the functional
data to a finite dimensional process. We propose two projections in
Section 4.3.1, one that represents variability “between” different curves
and another representing variability “within” individual curves.
2. Segment projections with our augmented fused lasso into broad over-
lapping regions containing at most one changepoint each, and detect
changepoints region-wise with the CUSUM test.
The remainder of this section will describe our method in more detail, fol-
lowed by an algorithm summarizing the major steps. Section 4.3.1 introduces
our two projections and argues why this minimal set of projections should be
preferred over an entire basis decomposition for changepoint detection. Sec-
tion 4.3.2 introduces our segmentation procedure, based on the fused lasso,
for transforming the multiple changepoint problems into a sequence of AMOC
problems. Finally, in section 4.3.3 we summarize the entire procedure into a
succinct algorithm.
4.3.1 Univariate projections
Univariate projections are a classical and powerful technique in functional
data for extracting features and compressing a functional process to a fi-
nite dimensional space. Often an orthonormal basis of L2([0, 1]), such as the
Fourier basis, wavelets, or functional principal components (Ramsay, 2004)
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Figure 4.2: Estimated changepoints, using PELT applied to the each FPC,
under two types of changes (smoothness and range – see Equation 4.4.1).
Estimates (black dots) are generally centered around the true changepoint
location (red line), but show high variability. No black dot indicates that
no changepoint was detected in that FPC. This illustrates a major
challenge in trying to detect changepoints, particularly covariance based
changepoints, purely through FPC analysis since the estimate can vary
wildly depending on which FPC is used.
are used to project the functional data. While these systems can fully repre-
sent functional data, they can be inefficient for extracting features relevant
for changepoint detection. That is, they generally provide us with more
projections of the data than is necessary.
Overly projecting the data leads to two adverse effects: increased esti-
mation error and reduced test power. Estimation error increases because
changes will often partially manifest in multiple projections simultaneously,
meaning changepoints may be repeatedly estimated on noisy representations.
This leads to many spurious changepoint estimates near the true ones (Fig-
ure 4.2). Test power decreases because more projections mean more tests are
performed, so the necessary false discovery rate or family wise error rate cor-
rections will have to control for a higher number of tests. This directly leads
to a power loss for each test, which can result in missing some changepoints
entirely.
Instead, we propose a system of two projections based on the principle
that the number of projections should be minimized and that each projection
should provide a high amount of independent information. One projection
will approximate the dominant variability “between” functions, such as their
orientation in space or overall shape. The other will measure variability
“within” or intrinsic to each function, such as smoothness, frequency, and
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gross curvature.
To measure variability “between” curves, we propose using only the first
functional principal component (FPC). The first FPC captures the dominant
mode of variation in the data while being extremely fast to compute relative
to a full FPC analysis (Xiao et al., 2016). Furthermore, we found that given
our “within” variability projection, the trailing FPCs add no advantage for
changepoint detection. Using only the top FPC also avoids having to select
the right number of FPCs through a potentially expensive cross-validation





where φ1 is the eigenfunction of the covariance operator of ft with the largest
singular value. Eigenfunctions and Φ(ft) can be estimated through standard
Functional Principal Component Analysis (Ramsay, 2004) or elastic Func-
tional Principal Component Analysis if the data contains phase variability
Tucker et al. (2013); Srivastava and Klassen (2016).
To measure variability “within” curves, we propose using the Total Vari-
ation Norm (TVN) of each curve as our second projection. The TVN of a





where ∇ is the differential operator. On a real valued differentiable function,
the TVN is equivalent to the arclength of the function (Rudin et al., 1964).
The TVN measures the entire spectrum of variability in the function, i.e.
variability “within” curves up to rigid and elastic transformations. The TVN
is quite sensitive to high-frequency features in the data since it measures total
oscillation and can be highly powerful in detecting changes in the covariance
operator, such as smoothness changes. In another sense, the TVN can act
to compress the information in the tail FPCs into a single projection. For
instance, in Figure 4.2, PELT applied to the TVN detected the changepoint
perfectly in both cases.
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4.3.2 Fused lasso segmentation
Let Y = {yt, t ∈ 1, . . . , n} generically denote a univariate sequence, such
as a projection of the functional sequence {ft, t ∈ 1, ..., N}. Each of our
projections conveniently converts changes in the mean, covariance, shape,
etc. of a functional process into a changes in the mean of the projection. To
model the projections, we assume a signal-plus-noise model for Y : Y = θ+ε,
where Y is an n × 1 vector with entries yt, θ is a piecewise constant n × 1
vector with entries θt, and the noise term ε has a finite second moment.
Because θ is piecewise constant, the changepoints in Y are reflected in the
jumps, or non-zero differences, of θ, i.e. where θt+1 6= θt.
We can estimate the piecewise constant mean vector θ with the fused
lasso procedure (Tibshirani et al., 2005). Using the fused lasso to identify
changepoints has received a flurry of recent interest (Rojas and Wahlberg,
2014; Chan et al., 2014; Hyun et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2016). The fused lasso
estimates θ with θ̂ = arg minF1(θ), where
F1(θ) = ||Y − θ||22 + λ
n−1∑
t=1
|θt+1 − θt|, (4.7)
and λ is a tuning parameter that controls the degree of regularization. The
estimator θ̂ will necessarily be a piecewise constant vector, due to the penalty
term λ
∑n−1
t=1 |θt+1−θt| that induces sparsity on the differences of θ (Tibshirani
et al., 2005).
The fused lasso is, in some sense, the “best” convex estimator of a piece-
wise constant vector θ, which gives rise to its popularity. It is minimax rate
optimal when the true signal θ has bounded total variation (Mammen et al.,
1997; Donoho et al., 1998), and optimally adaptive to piecewise constant
signals (Guntuboyina et al., 2017). The fused lasso is also extremely compu-
tationally efficient since non-iterative estimators with linear time complexity
exist (Condat, 2013). Changepoints can be identified by the breaks in θ̂, i.e.
the set Aθ̂ = {t : θ̂t 6= θ̂t+1} for a given λ.
However, the set A(θ̂) is sub-optimal for changepoint detection because
the fused lasso tends to overestimate the number of changepoints and split
single large breaks into multiple, tightly grouped, smaller breaks (Fryzlewicz
et al., 2014; Rojas and Wahlberg, 2014). Furthermore, while the fused lasso is
optimally adaptive to piecewise constant signals, it lacks consistent support
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recovery (Rojas and Wahlberg, 2014), meaning changepoint detection with
A(θ̂) is inconsistent without further refinement (Chan et al., 2014; Hyun
et al., 2016). Finally, the fused lasso is less powerful than CUSUM based
methods, since CUSUM is the uniformly most powerful estimator.
To remedy these issues, we will use the fused lasso in a markedly dif-
ferent fashion than previous efforts. Instead of estimating changepoints di-
rectly through A(θ̂), we introduce a linkage parameter c and a refined set of
“changesets” called B(θ̂, c), based on A(θ̂). The set B(θ̂, c) is used to split
the time series Y into sub-intervals, or regions, so that the CUSUM statis-
tic can be applied region-wise. Essentially, we will augment the fused lasso
solution with an additional post-processing procedure to better serve as a
segmentation strategy for CUSUM, rather than use the fused lasso directly
to estimate changepoints.
Formally, we define the set B(θ̂, c) in definition 4.1.
Definition 4.1. Let c > 1 and let P(A(θ̂)) denote the power set of A(θ̂).
We define the set B(θ̂, c) ∈ P(A(θ̂)) as the set meeting the following two
conditions:
1. dH(b1, b2) > c for any b1, b2 ∈ B(θ̂, c), where dH(·, ·) denotes the Haus-
dorff distance.
2. |B(θ̂, c)| ≥ |B′(θ̂, c)| for all B′(θ̂, c) ∈ P(A(θ̂)) meeting condition 1.
Here | · | denotes the cardinality of the set.
With the help of the linkage parameter c, each element of the set B(θ̂, c)
is formed by linking nearby changepoint estimates (elements of A(θ̂)) into
sets of changepoints, called “changesets”. There are two benefits for creating
changesets out of the estimated changepoints. First, we eliminate a major
source of spurious changepoints generated by the fused lasso and second
we can use a more powerful changepoint estimator. Fused lasso tends to
estimate a single changepiont with a sequence of closely grouped estimates
around the true value (Rojas and Wahlberg, 2014). Changesets recognize
and exploit this grouping structure by aggregating nearby changepoints into
a single entity so that the sequence can be divided into much larger regions,
centered on the changesets, containing only a single changepoint each. This
further allows us to apply the more powerful CUSUM statistic to estimate the
changepiont in each region, rather than relying on the fused lasso solution.
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Specifically, the set B(θ̂, c) allows us to segment Y into M = |B(θ̂, c)|
overlapping regions. For i ∈ 1, ...,M , we define the ith region, Ri, as the
following interval:
Ri = (sup bi−1, inf bi+1), (4.8)
where bi ∈ B(θ̂, c), sup b0 = 1 and inf bM+1 = n. Each interval Ri is the
largest possible interval within 1, ..., n that contains bi but no other elements
of B(θ̂, c). Figure 4.3 diagrams the process of changeset regionalization.
Each region, R1, ..., RM , is presumed to contain at most one changepoint
as they are centered on the clusters of changepoints, i.e. the changesets,
detected by the fused lasso. Since the fused lasso is optimally adaptive, we
expect that, as n→∞, each region will be centered over a true changepoint.
We can, therefore, apply the standard CUSUM test (4.3) region-wise to iden-
tify each of these changepoints with higher power than the direct fused lasso
solution. Each region is tested independently, resulting in M tests. We ad-
just the M p-values using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and
Hochberg, 1995) to control the CUSUM’s False Discovery Rate (FDR) at a
pre-specified level α. We retain all estimated changepoints with an adjusted
p-value below the pre-specified α level.
4.3.3 Main algorithm
Our functional change point estimation scheme, including projection and
adaptive segmentation via the fused lasso and CUSUM are summarized in
the Algorithm 3. Three hyper-parameters need to either be optimized or
set: the significance level α, the fused lasso penalty term λ, and the linkage
parameter c. In our implementation, we use the data to optimize the λ and c
parameters using a small grid search or simulated annealing. The significance
level α is set by the user, as is common in hypothesis testing, although this
parameter could be optimized out as well. A small simulation study (Section
B.2 in the online supplement) shows that MCI is relatively insensitive to the
prescribed α level, as long as its lower than 0.01.
Because an exhaustive grid search of λ and c is computationally infeasible,
we restrict our search to a coarse grid of multiples of
√
n for each parameter.
That is, we allow each parameter to grow as a multiple of the square root
of the functional time series’ length. Such scaling choice for λ was used in
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Figure 4.3: Panel A: The polished fused lasso fit (red line) over a time
series (grey), with breaks in the fused lasso demarcated with black dashes
along the bottom axis. Each black dash is an element of Aθ̂. Panel B:
Black dashes (changepoints) have been grouped together into three
“changesets” according to Definition 4.1, which leads to three distinct
regions under (4.8). Changesets (and regional bounding boxes) are color
coordinated and each set of same colored changepoints is one element of
Bθ̂,c. Note that regions contain only a single changesets, which is why we
say the regions “isolate” the changepoints. Panel C: Close up view of each
of the three regions. The standard CUSUM will be applied to regions 1, 2,
and 3 to find all changepoints.
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Algorithm 3: Multiple Changepoint Isolation
Input : Functions f1,...,fn, significance level α
Output: changepoint locations
1 for each projection do
2 Project f1,...,fn onto the real line (Sec. 4.3.1)
3 Optimize λ and c
4 Compute θ̂ = arg minF1(θ) with penalty λ
5 Compute B(θ̂, c) and partition the time series into M = |B(θ̂, c)|
regions: R1, ..., RM .
6 for each Ri do
7 Estimate CUSUM changepoint k̂i = n arg supr∈[0,1] |Tn(bnrc)|
8 end
9 Retain all changepoints k̂1, ..., k̂M with p-values below FDR
corrected threshold α
10 end
11 Concatenate, sort, and de-duplicate all changepoints
Lin et al. (2016) for their fused lasso estimator to ensure the solution is well
estimated while still filtering out a majority of the extraneous changepoints.
Rojas and Wahlberg (2014) derived that c (line 5) depends on sample size
n as c = kn. However, directly using n made the numerical estimation of c
challenging due to the small magnitudes of k. Instead, we made c scale with
√
n and found this to work better in our simulations.
4.4 Simulations
We investigate MCI’s empirical performance in detecting changes in the mean
and covariance of a functional process. We consider the case when there are
no changepoints, when there are only a few changepoints (“sparse” setting),
and when there are many changepoints (“dense” setting). We also consider
functional data with light and heavy tails, and with symmetric and skewed
distributions.
4.4.1 Simulation setup
We start by simulating symmetric functional data. We use a Gaussian process
(GP) model and a t-process (TP) model to simulate symmetric light-tailed
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and heavy-tailed functional data respectively. Let Zt denote the symmetric
process. We have
Zt = µt + ε,
where µt ∈ L2([0, 1]) is the mean and ε follows a zero-mean GP or TP with
















with variance parameter σ2, range parameter r, smoothness parameter ν,
and Kν(·) as a modified Bessel function of the 2nd kind of order ν. If ε
follows a TP, then an additional degrees of freedom parameter df is required;
we set df = 3 in all simulations. We set the smoothness parameter ν = 1
to ensure mean square differentiability of the sample paths so that the TVN
projections are meaningful.
To generate a skewed functional process {Yt, t ∈ 1, ..., n} on the domain
[0, 1], we let
Yt = log(1 + e
Zt(s)).
We call the transformed Gaussian process and transformed t-process a log-
sum Gaussian process (LS-GP) and a log-sum t-process (LS-TP), respec-
tively. All results presented in this section are based on LS-GP and LS-TP
simulated data, because many real datasets, particularly the AERI data we
analyze here, are skewed and also because the asymmetric data represent a
more challenging situation for changepoint detection. Results under a GP or
TP show similar patterns as the LS-GP and LS-TP simulations, but unsur-
prisingly all changepoints detectors improved under symmetric distributions
with light tails. We defer the GP and TP results to Section B in the online
supplement.
Table 4.1 provides a list of candidate values for the mean µ, the variance
σ2, and the range r to take in our simulation. Specific parameter setting are
described in Section 4.4.3. The parameter ν is not varied because it acts on
the process in nearly the same way as r. We specify possible mean functions
µ for the LS-GP or LS-TP following the simulations in Chiou et al. (2019).
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Figure 4.4: Five possible latent mean functions ψ1–ψ5 for the LS-GP and
LS-TP. Differences between ψ functions yield different magnitudes of
changepoints, i.e. ψ1 to ψ2 is a large easily detectable change while ψ4 to ψ5
is much smaller and harder to detect.
ψ1(t) = 5t
2 − exp(1− 20t),
ψ2(t) = 0.5− 100(t− 0.1)(t− 0.3)(t− 0.5)(t− 0.9),
ψ3(t) = ψ2(t) + 0.8 sin(1 + 10πt),
ψ4(t) = 1 + 3t
2 − 5t3 + 0.6 sin(1 + 10πt),
ψ5(t) = 1 + 3t
2 − 5t3.
Differences between ψ functions, as measured by the L2 norm, yield different
scales of change between the mean functions. The change from ψ1 to ψ2 is
the largest, ψ3 to ψ4 is moderate, and ψ2 to ψ3 and ψ4 to ψ5 are both small.
Additionally, these ψ functions represent changes in both magnitude and the
shape of the functional process, as shown in Figure 4.4.
To generate M randomly spaced changepoints in either µ, σ, or r of an
i.i.d. LS-GP (or LS-TP) sequence, we first randomly sample M + 1 pa-
rameter values and M + 1 segment lengths (i.e., segment sample sizes). We
generically denote the sequence of parameter values as θ1, ..., θM+1 and the
sequence of segment lengths as n1, ..., nM+1. Only one parameter is varied
at a time, while the others are fixed at pre-specified values. To generate the
functional time series, we sample n1 LS-GP’s (or LS-TPs) with parameter
θ = θ1, then n2 LS-GP’s (or LS-TPs) with parameter θ = θ2, and so on
for the M + 1 segments. Each segment is concatenated together so that the
boundaries between segments represent changepoints in the functional time
series. Parameter values are sampled from Table 4.1, and sampling is done
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Parameter Possible Values
µ ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5
σ2 0.50, 0.66, 0.83, 1.00, 1.16, 1.33, 1.50, 1.66, 1.83, 2.00
r 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0
ν 1.0
Table 4.1: Possible values for the LS-GP (LS-TP) parameters. µ indicates
the mean function, while σ, r, and ν are scalar valued parameters in the
Matérn covariance function.
so that consecutive values are not the same. Segment lengths are samples
from either a Unif[500, 1000] or Unif[5000, 10000] for the “dense” or “sparse”
setting, respectively.
4.4.2 Assessment criterion
We ran 500 simulations for each parameter setting and computed the Anno-
tation error (Truong et al., 2019) and the Energy distance (Székely, 2003),
also called ‘Energy error”, between the true changepoints and the estimated
changepoints. The Annotation error, widely used for assessing changepoints
detection, measures the difference in the number of detected changepoints
and the number of true changepoints.
Definition 4.2. Let X = {x1, ..., xn} and Y = {y1, ..., ym} be two sets, then
the Annotation distance between X and Y is
dA(X, Y ) = |n−m|. (4.9)
A low Annotation error means that the algorithm consistently estimates the
number of changepoints correctly. Its primary use here is to penalize meth-
ods that eagerly estimate large numbers of spurious changepoints, typically
surrounding real changepoints.
The Energy error is non-standard compared to the usual Hausdorff metric
for changepoint comparison (Truong et al., 2019), but we find that it offers
a more comprehensive depiction of the differences between the real and esti-
mated changepoints when there are multiple changepoints. This is because
the Hausdorff metric tends to overly weigh single changepoint errors rather
than assess the overall performance. We provide details on the difference be-
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tween the Hausdorff metric and the Energy distance in the Section B.3 in the
online supplement. We also provide simulation results under the Hausdorff
metric in the Supplement.
The Energy distance between two sets is defined as follows.
Definition 4.3. Let X = {x1, ..., xn} and Y = {y1, ..., ym} be two sets, then
the Energy distance between X and Y is























A low Energy distance between the estimated and actual changepoints, i.e.,
a low Energy error, means that the estimated changepoints are very similar
to the true changepoints. In all simulation settings we compare the different
detectors on their ability to achieve low Annotation and low Energy errors.
Because the DSBE method proposed by Chiou et al. (2019) is the only
multiple changepoint detection method that is computationally comparable
to MCI, we compare our method to DSBE. Additionally, we include com-
parisons against three univariate, linear time changepoint detectors applied
to the two projections of the first functional principal component and the
TVN: PELT algorithm (Killick et al., 2012), the r-FPOP algorithm (Fearn-
head and Rigaill, 2019), and the WBS procedure (Fryzlewicz et al., 2014).
This will allow us to learn the advantages of our detection method on top of
the projections.
For PELT, we used the cpt.meanvar() function in the changepoint pack-
age with default settings and method = “PELT”. For r-FPOP, we used the
Rob seg.std() function from the robseg package with L1 loss and tuning
parameter λ = 5 log(n). The authors recommended λ to scale with the log of
the sample size and the multiplier 5 was found to have the overall best results.
For WBS, we used the wbs() function, from the wbs package, with default
settings and changepoints found via ssic.penalty (Strengthened Schwarz In-
formation Criterion) minimization. For DSBE, we used the author’s provided
code with number of changepoint candidates K = 50, minimum segment
length b = 5, and significance threshold α = 0.05/K. DSBE is only applied
to the mean change simulations because DSBE was designed to only detect
mean changes.
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Although we have tried to select the parameters to favor the aforemen-
tioned methods, some default settings of those functions may not lead to
optimal results. Nevertheless, we think it is still a fair comparison with our
MCI method because we did not tune the parameters to favor our results.
Instead, we estimated the λ and c parameters each time using a quick grid
search (Alg. 5). We indeed set α = 0.001 to keep the false positive rate
low and avoid many false changepoints, similar to what was done for DSBE
which controls α = 0.05/K. It is a common practice for changepoint detec-
tion to control the false positive rate at a low level. We set α = 0.001, but
users can choose other small α values though extremely small α may lead to
missing changepoints. We conducted a small simulation study (Section B.2
in the online supplement) to test the sensitivity of MCI to α. We found that
MCI’s power is generally insensitive to α as long as α is small, say smaller
than 0.001.
Note that the three methods, PELT, FPOP, and rFPOP were designed
for univariate time series but are being applied to a very particular case:
projections of skewed, heavy tailed functional data. Conclusions from the
following simulations should not be extended to the general univariate set-
ting; they are only meant to show their relative performance when applied
to our particular data type.
4.4.3 Assessment results
No changepoints
We first consider the situation where there are no changepoints, i.e. M = 0.
Functional observations are generated from either a LS-GP or LS-TP with
constant mean function µ = 0 and Matérn covariance with σ = 1, r = 0.2,
and ν = 1. Figure 4.5 shows distribution of Annotation errors under the
LS-GP and LS-TP for each method.
All methods have an almost uniformly zero Annotation error under the
LS-GP, meaning that all methods have an essentially zero false positive rate.
However, under the LS-TP, only MCI and DSBE maintain their almost uni-
formly near-zero error rates, while the Annotation error for FPOP, PELT,
and WBS all increases dramatically. PELT and WBS have particularly high
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Figure 4.5: Annotation error when no changepoints are present in the data.
MCI and DBSE nearly always detect 0 changepoints in both the light tail
(LS-GP) and the heavy tail (LS-TP) setting. PELT and WBS detect an
average of 55 and 25 changepoints, respectively, when no changepoints exist
and the functional process is heavy tailed. FPOP performs better than
PELT and WBS, but still detects around six false changepoints on average.
Error values are plotted on the log(1 + error) scale.
Annotation error rates, possibly due to their sensitivity to larger random
fluctuations caused by the heavy tailed generating process. FPOP seems
more robust than PELT and WBS, likely because FPOP uses the robust L1
loss function, but it is still less robust than either DSBE or MCI.
Sparse changepoints
We next consider the situation when the changepoints are relatively far
apart, i.e., the changepoints are sparse. We simulate data as described in
Section 4.4.1 with M = 5 changepoints and segment lengths sampled from
Unif[5000, 10000]. To study changepoints in µ, we fix the covariance param-
eters to σ = 1, ν = 1, and r = 0.2. For changepoints in variance, we fix
µ = 0, ν = 1, and r = 0.2, and for changepoints in range we fix µ = 0, ν = 1,
and σ = 1.
Figure 4.6 summarizes each method’s Annotation error and Energy error
in detecting changes in the mean. Our MCI method maintains the overall
lowest Annotation error and the overall lowest Energy error. Together, this
shows that MCI is accurately estimating the number and location of the
changepoints, whether the error process is light or heavy tailed. The uni-
variate methods applied to our projections have reasonably low Annotation
error rates on the LS-GP. However, they show extremely high Annotation
error rates on the LS-TP due to overestimation, while their Energy error
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Figure 4.6: Annotation and Energy error rates for sparse changes in the
mean function. Under a log-sum Gaussian process (LS-GP), error rates are
comparable between MCI, PELT, and WBS. Under a log-sum t-process
(LS-TP), only MCI is able to maintain a small error rate. Error values are
plotted on the log(1 + error) scale.
rates are high on both. DSBE sees the least deterioration from LS-GP to
LS-TP compared to the alternative methods, although its Energy error rates
were already very high under LS-GP.
We then investigated changes in the variance σ2 and the range r of Matérn
covariance function for the LS-GP and LS-TP. The results are summarized
in Figure 4.7. DSBE was not included in these simulations because it was
not designed to detect changes in covariance. MCI again achieves the lowest
overall error rates among all methods and for both parameters. Even with
the heavy tailed LS-TP data, MCI maintains a remarkable nearly zero An-
notation error. Although the MCI’s Energy error increases with the LS-TP
data, it is still several times smaller than that of the other methods in de-
tecting range changes. Variance changes were difficult for all methods across
the board.
Dense changepoints
Finally, we consider the situation when the changepoints are relatively close
to each other, i.e., when changepoints are dense. To simulate data with dense
changepoints, we setM = 50 and sample segment lengths from Unif[500, 1000].
This design results in changepoints that are, on average, ten times as dense as
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Figure 4.7: Annotation and Energy error rates for sparse changes in the
covariance parameters of a LS-GP and a LS-TP. MCI performs the best in
all cases. Error values are plotted on the log(1 + error) scale.
the sparse changepoints in Section 4.4.3. The parameter setting for studying
changes in the mean, variance, and range are the same as in Section 4.4.3.
We summarize each method’s ability to detect dense mean changes in
Figure 4.8. MCI again attains the lowest overall Annotation and Energy
error rates. However, we find that the gap between MCI and other methods
is smaller than when the changepoints were sparse. This is because, on the
one hand, MCI’s error rates increase due to the CUSUM having less data
per segment to estimate the location of changepoints. On the other hand,
the competing methods see a decrease in their error rates for two reasons.
One is that PELT and FPOP tend to estimate many changepoints, so when
the true number of changepoints is also high, their Annotation and Energy
errors will naturally drop. The other reason is that WBS uses randomly sized
intervals and a binary segmentation algorithm to find changepoints, both of
which make the method less sensitive to changepoints density.
We then evaluate the changepoint detection in covariance parameters, and
the results are summarized in Figure 4.9. MCI has the lowest average error
rates across all simulations. Again, MCI’s advantage over other methods
for dense changepoints is less striking than for sparse changepoints for the
same reasons mentioned above. The pattern of the relative performance of
different methods is similar to that for mean changes in Figure 4.8. Compared
to detecting changes in the mean, the detection of changes in the covariance
parameter seems more challenging, as evidenced by larger Energy error rates.
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Figure 4.8: Annotation and Energy error rates for dense changepoints.
Under both the LS-GP and the LS-TP, MCI attains the lowest error rates.
Error values are plotted on the log(1 + error) scale.
Figure 4.9: Annotation and Energy error rates for dense changepoints in
the covariance parameters. MCI performs the best for detecting variance
and range changes in the LS-GP and for detecting range changes in the
LS-TP. No method dominates for detecting variance changes in the LS-TP.
Error values are plotted on the log(1 + error) scale.
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Variance changes under a TP were again challenging across the board, with
no method clearly dominating the others.
In summary, Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 serve to show that MCI is gener-
ally more accurate and more skillful for a broader type of changepoints than
the other approaches. This is because MCI effectively combines two essen-
tial steps with the first prescreening extraneous changepoints through the
fused lasso and changeset regionalization and the second implementing the
powerful CUSUM statistic on the filtered candidates. Under the light tailed
LS-GP data, MCI has the lowest Annotation and Energy error rates across
all changepoint types and densities. In contrast, the three other algorithms’
performance varies greatly depending on the changepoints’ type and density.
With the heavy tailed LS-TP data, the error rate of MCI increases across
all changepoint detection compared to LS-GP data. Nevertheless, the other
methods show more deteriorated skill for heavy-tailed data.
4.4.4 Linear computation
Our method’s computational complexity grows linearly with sample size be-
cause each sub-step of the method grows linearly in time, and the number of
sub-steps does not grow with sample size. For the FPC decomposition, we
use the FACE algorithm (Xiao et al., 2016), which is linear in sample size and
function length. Computing the TVN of each function requires only a single
pass over the data, so the TVN projection is linear as well. For fused lasso
estimation, we use the Condat algorithm (Condat, 2013), which is linear in
time. Refining the segmentation over the data with changeset regionalization
can be done with a single iteration using algorithm 4. Finally, the CUSUM is
computable in linear time, and the overlapping regions only cause CUSUM
to be run (nearly) twice over the data set. The optimization procedure for
λ and c uses a grid search over a fixed sequence of λ and c values, ensuring
that the optimization step is also linear in sample size.
To demonstrate MCI’s linear computation time, we conduct a simulation
study to empirically assess the run time growth of MCI over an increasing
sequence of sample sizes. We take the simulation with mean zero GP and
covariance parameters σ = 1, r = 0.2, and ν = 1 as example. We consider
sample sizes from n = 1000 to n = 7000 in 1000 unit increments, and run
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Figure 4.10: Median run time of MCI (black points) under seven sample
size settings (10000-70000 observations). Trend line (red) shows the claimed
linear relationship between sample size and computational time.
Simulations were performed on single core of a 2017 MacBook Pro with a
2.33GHz i5 processor.
simulation 1000 times for each sample size. We show the run time of MCI
under each of the seven sample sizes in Figure 4.10. The run time of MCI
exhibits a linear trend with the sample size.
4.5 Application to Profiles of Water Vapor
We now revisit the motivating data example illustrated in the Introduction
and apply our MCI method to this data.
4.5.1 Data
The water vapor mixing ratio is the water vapor density over the dry air
density in a given atmospheric unit. It is an important variable in Meteo-
rology for distinguishing individual air masses, monitoring the effects of soil
evapotranspiration and large water body evaporation (North et al., 2014),
and for the early detection of heavy precipitation events (Sakai et al., 2019).
Changepoint detection is useful for identifying sudden changes in an air par-
cel’s water vapor content due to precipitation events and air parcels mixing.
Retrospectively identifying sudden changes in the water vapor profiles’ struc-
ture is often necessary before constructing statistical models for identifying
precipitation events.
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Figure 4.11: Marginal distributions at two altitude bands in the AERI
profile data (450 meters and 1800 meters). Non Gaussian behavior such as
skewness and heavy tails are observed.
We apply our functional changepoint detector to the water vapor mix-
ing ratio profiles collected from the Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interfer-
ometer (AERI) instrument at the Lamont, Oklahoma Facility. The AERI
instruments are maintained by the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) At-
mospheric Radiation (ARM) Program to collect high-resolution atmospheric
profile data (Stokes and Schwartz, 1994). The raw data are openly avail-
able in “aeri01prof3feltz” at http://dx.doi.org/10.5439/1027271. In this
dataset, each profile consists of 58 measurements of the water vapor mix-
ing ratio along a single atmospheric column from 0 to 44,000 meters above
ground level in Lamont, Oklahoma. Complete profiles were collected every
8 minutes, thus providing near-continuous monitoring of atmospheric con-
ditions. We removed the top 18 altitude points representing the 11,000 to
44,000-meter range, due to the extremely high rate of measurement errors
in this range. Therefore, we only consider the 40 measurements from 0 to
10,000 meters.
For our analysis, we consider the entire time series of water vapor pro-
files from January 4th, 2007 to March 10th, 2014. This period corresponds
to 234,062 profiles; each sampled at the same 40 altitudes. To illustrate
the data, we plotted profiles water vapor profiles from August 9th through
September 6th in 2008 in Figure 4.1. Each vertical line represents an indi-
vidual profile, with colors indicating the value of the profile at each altitude.
Abrupt increases and decreases in water vapor along time are visible, indi-
cating rapid changes from high density to low density and vice versa. The
changes could be caused by sudden precipitation events and air mass mixing.
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Figure 4.12: Four examples of the changepoints detected by MCI in the
first FPC of the AERI profiles. The black curve is the projected values, the
red vertical lines marks the estimated changepoints, and the red horizontal
lines indicate the segment means between changepoints
Figure 4.11 shows the marginal distribution at two altitude bands (450 and
1850-meters) across all profiles. To calculate the densities in Figure 4.11, we
standardized each profile by removing the profile mean and dividing by the
profile standard deviation so that mean and variance changes would not
obscure the marginal distribution. Even after standardization, the marginals
show non-Gaussian behavior, including heavy tails and kurtosis.
4.5.2 Identification of changepoints
We applied our MCI method to the water vapor mixing ratio profiles and
found 210 changepoints. Figure 4.12 shows four examples of the changepoints
identified in the first functional principal component, and Figure 4.13 shows
four examples of changepoints identified in the TVN projection.
A number of commonalities between the two plots are apparent. The first
is that panels A and D in both figures are highly similar in appearance,
and the changepoints identified in these regions are similar between the two
projections. This happens because the first FPC and the TVN are not nec-
essarily orthogonal to each other, and changepoints may manifest in both
low and high frequency spectrum. Another common feature is that MCI is
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Figure 4.13: Four examples of the changepoints detected by MCI in the
TVN of the AERI profiles. The black curve is the projected values, the red
vertical lines marks the estimated changepoints, and the red horizontal
lines indicate the segment means between changepoints.
robust to independence violations and heavy tails in both the TVN and the
first FPC. This can be seen in the right half of panel C in both Figures 4.12
and 4.13, where both time series exhibit an autoregressive structure, yet MCI
does not seem to yield overly dense changepoints that might be caused by
the correlation. Heavy tailed behavior can be observed in Panels A, B, and
D, where large “spikes” in the time series are observed. MCI does not detect
these anomalies as changepoints in either projection.
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 also show that there are many differences between
the two projections, meaning that the first FPC and the TVN measure very
different aspects of the data. Panels B and C are almost completely different
in the two plots, including the locations of the detected changepoints. The
MCI was, therefore, able to pick up on a broader range of changepoints than
the first FPC would allow, because of the TVN projection.
4.6 Discussion
We propose the Multiple Changepoint Isolation (MCI) method for detecting
multiple changepoints of a functional time series. The changes can be either
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in the mean or in the dependence structure of the functional data. We first
introduce a minimal system of projections to represent the variability “be-
tween” and “within” each function. Motivated by the non-normal behavior
of the TVN projection, we then introduce an augmented fused lasso based
strategy to robustly segment the time series into regions likely containing
at most one changepoint. Finally, CUSUM is applied region-wise to detect
and identify each region’s potential changepoint. Our extensive simulations
show that the MCI method is accurate, computationally efficient, and robust
to the underlying data distribution. Finally, we demonstrate MCI on water
vapor mixing ratios over time.
Our two projections, the total variation norm and the first FPC, efficiently
represent the major variability “within” and “between” each function respec-
tively. Our method is, therefore, able to detect a broad range of changepoints
stemming from changes in the mean and covariance structure of the data.
In contrast, entirely functional metric based approaches are, in general, only
powerful against changes in the mean (Aue et al., 2018). Our minimal data
reduction, compared with using many FPCs, also has computational and
theoretical benefits. The computational burden is lessened by only needing
to compute a single FPC, and we conduct far fewer tests than if we had used
numerous FPCs. Conducting fewer tests helps our detector maintain higher
power since more testing means harsher multiple testing corrections.
Our changepoint detection differs from the existing fused lasso based ap-
proaches in two significant ways. First, we used the fused lasso only as a
segmentation procedure to identify regions likely containing only at most
one changepoint. Second, changepoint estimation is conducted via CUSUM
testing and is not based on the specific jumps in the fused lasso estimate.
This strategy is more efficient and powerful than directly using the fused
lasso for changepoint detection since the fused lasso is shown only to be
ε-consistent (Rojas and Wahlberg, 2014) and CUSUM is the UMP test.
In future work, we would like to consider the theoretical underpinnings
of the MCI method more rigorously. For instance, it remains to be shown
whether the MCI is a consistent estimator of the changepoints or whether
the MCI is asymptotically powerful, although our simulations seem to imply
both properties. We may further study the MCI’s robustness and compare
its current form with alternatives using robust changepoint statistics rather
than CUSUM. The procedure to optimize the tuning parameters λ and c (Alg
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5) is also heuristic and not guaranteed to find globally optimal parameters.
A better algorithm with optimality guarantees may be possible. However, we
found through testing that the basin of optimal solutions is generally quite
large, so more precise estimation algorithms may not be necessary. Finally,
we may also consider extensions to higher dimensional functional processes,
such as multivariate functional time, continuous surfaces, and spatial fields.
Additional information and supporting material for this article is available
online at the journal’s website
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We now introduce several algorithms mentioned in the body of the manuscript.
The first is the changeset regionalization Algorithm 4, which merges “nearby”
changepoints into groups called changesets.
Algorithm 4 starts with the singleton set containing the first changepoint,
t1, detected by fused lasso. It then checks if the next changepoint, t2, is
within c of t1 and then either adds adds t2 to the set containing t1 or starts
a new set containing only t2. It then proceeds down the list of changepoints
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Algorithm 4: Changeset regionalization
Input : the fused lasso changepoints Aθ = {t1, ..., tp} and link
radius c.
Output: Change set Bθ,c
1 Initialize j = 1
2 Initialize Bj = {t1}
3 for i← 2 to p do
4 if |ti − ti−1| < c then




7 Initialize Bj+1 = {ti}
8 j ← j + 1
9 end
10 end
11 Return Bθ,c = {B1, ...Bm}
until every changepoint belongs to a set. Since the changepoints are assumed
to be in order, this only requires a single pass over the list of changepoints.
The second algorithm, Algorithm 5, tunes the hyperparameters of the fused
lasso and Algorithm 4. That is, we write the regularization parameter of the
fused lasso as λ = c
√
n and the linkage parameter of Algorithm 4 as ε = k
√
n
and try to find optimal values for c and k. Algorithm 5 essentially performs
coordinate descent on c and k to find the pair that minimize the BIC of a
step wise function with jumps at the changepoints (using c and k).
4.8.2 Additional Simulations
We investigate MCI’s empirical performance in detecting changes in the mean
and covariance of a symmetric functional process. We again consider the case
when there are no changepoints, when there are only a few changepoints
(“sparse” setting), and when there are many changepoints (“dense” setting).
The exact same generation process is used for each case, as in the manuscript,
except that the log sum transformation (log(1 + eYt(s)) is omitted.
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Algorithm 5: Optimize parameters
Input : Projections y1, ..., yn and significance level α
Output: free parameters c and k
1 Initialize k∗ = 1
2 for c← 0.2 to 5 do
3 Segment y1, ..., yn with the fused lasso with λ = c
√
n
4 Regionalize fused lasso segmentation with Alg. 4 with ε = k∗
√
n
5 Compute CUSUM on each region and adjust p-values with FDR
correction
6 Denote t1, ..., tM as the changepoints found via CUSUM with
p-values < α
7 fit step wise function with steps at t1, ..., tM
8 compute and save BIC of the fitted function
9 end
10 let c∗ be the c value with the minimal BIC
11 for k ← 0.1 to 10 do
12 Segment y1, ..., yn with fused lasso with λ = c
∗√n
13 Regionalize fused lasso segmentation with Alg. 4 with ε = k
√
n
14 Compute CUSUM on each region and adjust p-values with FDR
correction
15 Denote t1, ..., tM as the changepoints found via CUSUM with
p-values < α
16 fit step wise function with steps at t1, ..., tM
17 compute and save BIC of the fitted function
18 end
19 let k∗ be the k value with the minimal BIC
20 Return c∗, k∗
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Figure 4.14: Annotation error when no changepoints are present in the
data. MCI and DBSE nearly always detect 0 changepoints in both the light
tail (GP) and the heavy tail (TP) setting. PELT and WBS detect an
average of 20 and 22 changepoints, respectively, when no changepoints exist
and the functional process is heavy tailed. FPOP performs better than
PELT and WBS, but still detects around ten false changepoints on average.
4.8.3 Assessment results
No changepoints
We first consider the situation where there are no changepoints, i.e. M = 0.
Functional observations are generated from either a LS-GP or LS-TP with
constant mean function µ = 0 and Matèrn covariance with σ = 1, r = 0.2,
and ν = 1. Figure 4.14 shows the results of each process.
All methods have an almost uniformly zero Annotation error under the
Gaussian process, meaning that all methods have an essentially zero false
positive rate. However, under a t-process, only our method MCI and DSBE
maintain their almost uniformly near-zero error rates, while the Annotation
error for FPOP, PELT, and WBS all increases dramatically. PELT and WBS
have particularly high Annotation error rates, indicating their sensitivity to
larger random fluctuations caused by the heavy tailed generating process.
FPOP is more robust than PELT and WBS, due to FPOP using the robust
L1 loss function, but it is still far less robust than either DSBE or MCI.
Sparse changepoints
We next consider the situation when the changepoints are relatively far
apart, i.e., the changepoints are sparse. We simulate data as described in
Section 4.4.1 with M = 5 changepoints and segment lengths sampled from
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Figure 4.15: Annotation and Energy error rates for sparse changes the
mean function. Under a Gaussian process (GP), error rates are comparable
between MCI, PELT, and WBS. Under a t-process (TP), only MCI is able
to maintain a small error rate.
Unif[5000, 10000]. To study changepoint in mean, we fix the covariance pa-
rameters to σ = 1, ν = 1, and r = 0.2. For changepoints in variance, we fix
µ = 0, ν = 1, and r = 0.2, and for changepoints in range we fix µ = 0, ν = 1,
and σ = 1.
In Figure 4.15, we summarize each method’s Annotation error and Energy
error in detecting changes in the mean. Our MCI method maintains the
overall lowest Annotation error and the overall lowest Energy error. Together,
these plots show that MCI accurately estimates the number and location of
the changepoints, whether the error process is light or heavy tailed. The other
methods perform similarly with MCI on the GP data, but then experience
massive increases in both Annotation error and Energy error rates on the TP
data.
We then consider changes in the variance σ2 and the range r in Matérn
covariance function, respectively. The results are summarized in Figure 4.16.
DSBE was not included in these simulations since it was not designed to
detect changes in covariance. MCI again achieves the lowest overall error
rates among all methods and for both parameters. Even with the heavy
tailed TP data, MCI maintains a remarkable nearly zero Annotation error.
Although the MCI’s Energy error increases with the TP data, it is still several
times smaller than that of the other methods. It is worth mentioning that
MCI is a powerful detector for changes in either range or variance, whereas
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Figure 4.16: Annotation and Energy error rates for sparse changes in the
covariance parameters of a GP and a TP.
the other methods exhibit wildly different skill on these two parameters when
data is Gaussian.
Dense changepoints
Finally, we consider the situation when changepoints are relatively close to
each other, i.e., when changepoints are dense. To simulate data with dense
changepoints, we setM = 50 and sample segment lengths from Unif[500, 1000].
This design results in changepoints that are ten times as dense as the change-
points in Section 4.8.3. The parameter setting for studying changes in the
mean, variance, and range are the same as in Section 4.4.3.
We summarize each method’s ability to detect dense mean changes in
Figure 4.17. MCI again attains the lowest overall Annotation and Energy
error rates. However, we find the gap between MCI and other methods is
smaller than that with sparse changepoints. This is because, on the one hand,
MCI’s error increases slightly from the sparse setting. High changepoint
density reduces CUSUM’s power by reducing region lengths and hence the
amount of data per region. On the other hand, the error rates of FPOP,
PELT, and WBS all decrease as the number of changepoints increases. FPOP
and PELT appear to overestimate the number of changepoints when the
real number of changepoints is low (Figure 4.14), but they end up with
fewer false changepoints when the real number is high. WBS uses randomly
sized intervals and a binary segmentation algorithm to find changepoints, so
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Figure 4.17: Annotation and Energy error rates for dense changepoints.
Under both the GP and the TP, MCI attains the lowest error rates.
Figure 4.18: Annotation and Energy error rates for dense changepoints in
the covariance parameters.
densely packed changepoints have less effect on WBS’s accuracy.
We then evaluate the changepoint detection in covariance parameters, and
the results are summarized in Figure 4.18. MCI has the lowest average error
rates across all simulations. Again, MCI’s advantage over other methods for
dense changepoints is less striking than for sparse changepoints for the same
reasons mentioned above. The pattern of the relative performance of different
methods is similar to that for mean changes in Figure 4.17. Compared to
detecting changes in the mean, the detection of changes in the covariance
parameter seems more challenging, as evidenced by larger Energy error rates.
In summary, Figures 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, and 4.18 serve to show that MCI is
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generally more accurate and more skillful for a broader type of changepoints
than the other approaches. This is because MCI effectively combines two
essential steps with the first prescreening extraneous changepoints through
the fused lasso and changeset regionalization and the second implementing
the powerful CUSUM statistic on the filtered candidates. Under the light
tailed GP data, MCI has almost uniformly zero Annotation and Energy
error across all changepoint types and densities. In contrast, the three other
algorithms’ performance varies greatly depending on the type and density of
the changepoints. Furthermore, MCI is more robust to the distribution of
the functional data. Although with TP data, the error rate of MCI increases
across all changepoint detection compared to GP data, the other methods
show erratic and greatly deteriorated skill for heavy-tailed data.
Sensitivity
We conduced a small simulation study to probe the sensitivity of the MCI
method to changes in α. We compared the error rates of MCI under ten
different α value settings, spanning 0.1 to 1e-10, when there were four changes
in the mean or variance of a Gaussian process time series. We used n = 500
time points and changepoints that were equally spaced, occurring at t =
100, 200, 300, 400. We considered both the strong signal case and the weak
signal case, corresponding to easy to detect changepoints and more difficult
to detect changepoints respectively.
Overall, the results in Figure 4.19 show that MCI, in these situations, is
not highly sensitive to the prescribed α value. In the strong signal case, the
error rate decreases with a decreasing α, while in the weak signal case the
error rate decreases then increases as α becomes “too small”. Essentially
what happens is α is set so low that the CUSUM test does not have power
to detect the weak signal changes.
4.8.4 Hausdorff vs Energy error
The Hausdorff metric will only look at the “worst-case” estimation error,
and so it is difficult for it to say anything about the average estimation error.
If a changepoint detector perfectly detects each changepoint, except for one
that it misses by a wide margin, then it will have a high Hausdorff error.
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Figure 4.19: Sensitivity of MCI to the α value for detecting changes in the
mean and variance of a Gaussian process. Each simulation used five
segments (four changepoints). The strong signal segment mean sequence
was 0, 2, 0, 2, 4. Weak signal was 0, 0.75, 0, 0.75. 1.5. Strong signal
variance parameter sequence was 1, 0.5, 1, 2, 1, weak signal was 1, 0.85, 1,
1/0.85, 1.
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Figure 4.20: Annotation and Energy error rates for sparse changes the
mean function. Under a Gaussian process (GP), error rates are comparable
between MCI, PELT, and WBS. Under a t-process (TP), only MCI is able
to maintain a small error rate.
Likewise, if a different changepoint detector were to miss all changepoints by
that same wide margin, then it would have just as high of an error rate as
the first detector. This seems to contradict our intuitive notion that the first
changepoint detector is superior. The Energy distance would show that the
first detector is much better than the other. The Hausdorff error also does
not punish detectors that greatly overestimate the number of changepoints
as long as those estimates are close to a real changepoint. Again, the Energy
distance would punish this “shotgun” approach to changepoint detection.
We provide here plots using the Hausdorff error metric as counterparts
to Figures 4.20, 4.21, 4.21, 4.23 from Section 4.8.3. The results are largely
similar to the results based on Energy distance, although distinctions between
each method become less clear.
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Figure 4.21: Annotation and Energy error rates for sparse changes in the
covariance parameters of a GP and a TP.
Figure 4.22: Annotation and Energy error rates for dense changepoints.
Under both the LS-GP and the TP, MCI attains the lowest error rates.
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This work has served to bridge functional data analysis with climate science
research and establish FDA as powerful and consistent framework for ana-
lyzing climatological phenomena. In the preceding Chapters, we proposed
three FDA methods to study three different climate phenomena. Chapter 2
developed a robust test statistic for differentiating between two ensembles of
spatiotemporal processes. We used this method to test for significant influ-
ence of historical proxy observations (Steiger et al., 2014; Steiger and Smer-
don, 2017) in paleoclimate reconstructions. Chapter 3 introduced a rigorous
shape outlier detector based on the recently developed elastic distances Sri-
vastava and Klassen (2016). This method handled functional data observed
on nonlinear manifolds, such as spheres, which allows us to identify anoma-
lously shaped hurricane trajectories in the Atlantic. Finally, in Chapter 3
we proposed a computationally efficient and robust changepoint detector for
functional data. We use this to test for, and estimate, changepoints in a long
sequence of atmospheric interferometer profile measurements.
In Chapter 2, we studied the influence of proxy observations on data assim-
ilation based climate field reconstructions (Steiger et al., 2018). We applied
our test to study global and regional proxy influence in DA-based CFRs
by comparing the background and analysis states, which are treated as two
samples of spatiotemporal fields. We found that the analysis states were
significantly altered from the climate-model-based background states due to
the assimilation of proxies. Moreover, the difference between the analysis
and background states increased with the number of proxies, even in regions
far beyond proxy collection sites. Our approach allowed us to characterize
the added value of proxies, indicating where and when the analysis states are
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distinct from the background states.
In Chapter 3, we proposed a new family of depth measures called the elas-
tic depths that could be used to greatly improve shape anomaly detection in
functional data. A simple boxplot and thresholding method was also intro-
duced to identify shape anomalies using the elastic depths. We assessed the
elastic depth’s detection skill on simulated shape outlier scenarios and com-
pared them against popular shape anomaly detectors. We found that the
elastic depths consistently and, often resoundingly, improved over existing
approaches. Finally, we used hurricane trajectories to demonstrate the elas-
tic depth methodology on manifold valued functional data. Supplementary
materials, including additional simulations, data examples, and an R-package
are available online.
In Chapter 4, we proposed the Multiple Changepoint Isolation (MCI)
method for detecting multiple changes in the mean and covariance of a func-
tional process. Simulations showed that our method accurately detected
the number and locations of changepoints under many different scenarios.
These included light and heavy tailed data, data with symmetric and skewed
distributions, sparsely and densely sampled changepoints, and both mean
and covariance changes. We showed that our method outperformed a recent
multiple functional changepoint detector and several univariate changepoint
detectors applied to our proposed projections. We also showed that the MCI
is more robust than existing approaches and scales linearly with sample size.
Finally, we demonstrated our method on a large time series of water va-
por mixing ratio profiles from atmospheric emitted radiance interferometer
measurements.
5.2 Future Work
In the future, we would like to further study the theoretical proprieties of
the methods presented here. Methods like the Elastic Depths are likely al-
ready complete in their descriptions, but others such as the Kolmgorov Depth
test and the Multiple Changepoint Isolation technique still have much room
to explore. For instance, we would like to establish that the Kolmogorov
Depth test does converge to the proposed Kolmgorovo distribution. Multiple
Changepoint Isolation could also be strengthened by a consistency result or
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an asymptotic power result.
Futhermore, much of the works started here lays the foundation for fu-
ture applied scientific work. The KD test was only applied to one particular
climatological process, but it could be easily used to test for differences in
any two samples of continuous functions. For instance, to study how far the
climate of today has drifted from the climate of the past, or how two or more
climate models differ. The Elastic depths are currently slow to compute,
and it would be interesting to devise faster methods of approximation which
maintain their theoretical guarantees. These methods could also be applied
to study many different aspects of the climate system, such as model vali-
dation and model comparison. Model comparison is of particular interest to
climate community, and is heavily studied through the climate model inter-
comparison proejctions (Lambert and Boer, 2001). Image data is another
area where FDA methods have been making inroads, for instance in shape
analysis (Srivastava et al., 2011) and modeling gridded environmental data.
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